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SYS;r:8~,IATICS OF AL..TT'ill-RliDIOACTIV1TY

10 PerlFnn, A. Ghiorso, and G. T. Seaborg

r~diation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry
Lmivcrsity or California, Berkeley, California

ADS TrJI.CT

Correlations of alpha-decay energies in tenus of' mass number and atomic

number have been made for 0.11 of the alphD.-emitting species nat'! numbering over

100. For each element isotofiCS shaw inorease in alpha-enercy with decrease in

L~SS number except in the region of 126 neutrons where there is an explainable

reversal 0 This reversal has the effect of oreating a region of relatively l~l

alpha-energy and long lli~lf-life at lovl mass numbers for such elements as astatine,

emanation, franc iumj) aDd possibly higher elements as had been noted already for

bismuth and poloniuT.1.o ?Tethods and examples or using al::,ha-decay data to define

the encrf';y surface in the heavy element reGion are discussed. The regularities

in alpha-decay are used for predictions of nuclear properties including predictions

of tho boca-stQ.ble nuclide::; mnong the heavy elementso

The half-life vs. energy correlations show that tile evon-even nuclides con-

form well with existing al iha-decay theory, but all nuclear "bJpes "t'Jith odd nucleons

shon prohibited decayo nle reason for this prohibition is not found in spin clk~nges

in the .alpha-emission but in the asser:'.bly of the components of the alpha particleD

and thi::; theory is discussed further in tc:nns of observations made on nuclides having "bi"10

or more alpha-groupso UsinG )';10S t of the e""Jcn-even nuc lei to define "normal nuclear radius"

calculations are now able to show the shrinkage in the regions of' lead and of 126

neutrons ~C() amount to abol! t 10,·~o The muoh creater ch8.nge in "effcctiVB radius" for

bismuth isotopes can be dissociated into tho effects of odd nucleons superimposed

on tile act~~l decrcQ.se in nuolear ra~i~so ~1e simple expression r ~ 1048 Al / 3 oI0-13

em seems to fi t the data for the even-evon nuclei outside of the recion of 126 neutrons

better than more cOr:1=)lez 1"unctions 0
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IlTTRODUCTION

Interest in the systema.tics of alpha-decay properties goes back to the early

studie s of the natural radioactivities at which time it became apparent that thore exists

a direct relationship between 801 pha-energy or veloei ty and decay constant. (1) Since

then there have been numerous efforts to correlate alpha-decay data on an empirical

basis and e most important» tho sucoessful application of quantum mechanics to give insight

into the nature of the process. (2)

Even in general terms tho importance of correlations of alpha-decay properties

takes several fOlblS. Tho discovery of artificial radioactiVity and the continued develop-

ment of the means for producing unstable nuclei have made it possible to examine the

properties of an increasingly 'wide variety of nuclear species. In the case of the heavy

elements in Hhich 8,lpha-radioactivity is prevalent it is nost important to be n.~Jlc to

predict» even rOUGhly 9 the radioactivo properties of unknovm species because of the

extreme rai1[o of half-Iives that may be encountered. At the present timo such predicti. ons

can be rrade tiith a f'air degree of confidenoe and this f8.ci1i ty has aided markedly

in the preparation 2.nO identification of nevI nuclear species in the heavy clement

region. It is perhaps obvious but worth pointinG out here that insofar as prepar~~ion

and observc,tion of nOV1 nuclides are concerned, predictions of beta~stabilitymust be

considored alone with alpha~decay properties.

Another major reason for interest in alpha-decay properties is the insight nhich these

data afford into the nuclear structure of!~ho heavy clements. Alpha-decay energies

can be measured precisely and in general are thOUGht to givo unambiguous values for

decay energies. Since the heaviest eloDents aro joined to the rogion around load



by' continue,,;!};: det15.y serles it is pc-God.ble to interrel.ate on an energy c,c·nte.:n:t; basi:;,

most nUclr:'ar speoies in this region making use of few serious a.pproxin'B.tion~" 111

b:d,ef'", it is possible to determine regions of gr6f1t~r tluGl",ar stabi1±t;y .from neighboring

reg.i0ns in which the nuc1.eons are less firmly bound. Il.Jstl;y!, SCI far i.iS this intro-

due tiUO.l," Gone:,er.oed",'i.t is poss ib1e to go.in rUl"ther infc)r11l'l. tion on Jll..1.o1ear st::"lieture

by consicler.:J,~lg: +1',e aec:ay eonstants in terJ'l1S of the fae,tors which de.te:M'nine decRy 6on.stants

accordingtCi the quantwn me.(~hani081 explanation ror the alph>9,~d.ecay proces;s and to show

to what d9g~(,'8e a.1pha-d l:'icay theory is iJ.dequai:B in intol'preting all of' the new data ..

h! ~~hE, 18,2"1:; f'8111 yearf,: the extension or available dat'9. has bo{wme so oonsider-

able as to dec.f!hnd. a. reexamirw,tion of regularJ.'ijies in alph9.-dersay properties n About

10 years ago C'::l\Y 24 alpl1a=emitt:ers were known and theso were all :memlJors of the

In the next five years only fivo more

had been r,o;pDJ't.Bd o one produeod 'by artificial means and the others d:lscoyered by

m.ore (~aJ:'e.ful exa.mination of'jh.o radioactivities occurring :\n nature Q At the present
(." )

·time about ],.JO alpha=deoaying nucloar sped.es Imve been TGpo.rt-:d.n \.<J He,st of t.h,e

la.r'ge rF.Imber of' r'.ew additions :rr1'Jy be classified ,in groups with 1'8 toposit'io:n

among the ("Lec'Lsnts and means of forma tioD.o 'The ':York on i::ransur8,ni'um elements at the

Another groJ;;p cf 18 alpl]}J.,~active specie,::; resulted. froom preparation of neutron

University of California and a.t the wartime lEetalhlrg;ic:al lebora,toY'Y of the Univers:i:ty

of' Chicago has resul teo. in the dis00very of 16 alpha-emitters :in this region" (4) The

'73~
preparation (,f ((' v in quantity he.s a:.:tded. 7 morc a.Lphil·,el'lH:ters ':L' mellibe.rs of the

4n + 1 radios>.etive ramily(5 D 6) whIle I!: and 18 nevI spedes g :resp2l etivE,llyo were added

.. ('1)
series and five ll(~W sh:Jri;,-lJ.vEjd collateralby the di8(~G\7e:ry of the tf30

colIf! teral

ner'''''' (8)Co "_\"';/0..:' 0

past f",'{II)' ye8,:t~; al"8 :most important bGOaUS8 they extend the m:ii:d.ear types TOr' which
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a.lpha~decay is obser'll6d and some also fill in gaps bet'Neen previous J.y known isoto pes 0

, .
The most important nevI regions for which data 'are nov: available are t-.he transu.ranium

elemeni:L'i »nd 130tor1es l:yirlg on the neu tron deficient side of beta-stabilityo The

band of a1.pha·~Gmitti:ng nuolei ha.s therefore been extended both verticallJr and laterally.

'Yhe reg"UJ.Drities in alpha-decay properties are now sufficiently well

defined and B.re broad 0110Ur;h in ~:.heir coverage to make possible meaningful pro-
t

dictions for all nuclides from bismuth m elements beyond curiumo Jtlbst of the

available aJ..prJ.a.~·delJay c'!l').ergies and some data of half-lives ha.ve already been

reportEd i)J,l"'eC;~L.t brief eOlffi!lUnicat ions 0 (10)

ALPHA-DECAY ENERGIES

Ge~~al TE:~~o-~ There are clearly a number of Y0J8.ys in whioh to correlate

surfa~;;.e fron... '\v!li(~h could be Treasured nuclear instability of all typeso However g

there are grBat advantages in termS of slmplici ty and magnif'ica tion of scale. in

plot-;t:ing alph8.c-de0ay energies dir0ctl~{0 In diagrams of this type one arrives at

a .family of ~:::urve[~ which -bake dif'f'erent forms depending upon what the 8.lpha,-energy

is plot;ted. against; and v:h loh parameter is chosen as the basis for joining po1.nts 0

, . (11)
One of the early methods of treating data was that d: Founn.er· . who plotted

;the alpha=.partic:le velocity iTSo mass number and showed tho.t upon joining isotopes

of each element a family of parallel straight lines resul ted.9 a few points being

notable exceptions to the ruleo Schintlmeister (12) has made a similHr diagram but

in addition haS joined points of the same "neutron excess ll (A-2Z) 0 It will ,be recognized

that members of a decay se)' ies linked d.ireotly by a1pha=partic;le decay will all

have the same !lneutron exoess!!o Mc.re extensive treatment and

. 113)
aiT':\,ilable data was Wade by Eel~th01ot\ and more recently by

somewhat simi.18.C" t;o thJ:;;e mentioned 0

interpre~ltion of

Iillrlik (14) us ing methods
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.~other method of cdrrelating data on alpha-decay used. recently by' Wapstra (15)

and. Gluelmu.r(16) consists of 'a n:lJ.merieal indication of mass defect or alpha-deeay

enex'gy a.t the position for the 8.ppropriate nuclide on a plot of A VSO A.,2Z or Z VSo

A-Zo Cont(;urs drawn throUi~h points of equal instability serve to map trends in this

property 0

T'ue usefulness of any plot of alpha,-decay properties may be measu.red by

the accuraoy with which properties of previous ly unobserved alp:b.a.-emit-t~rs may be

predio~edo '1"l1is in turn depends upon how regularly the data fall into the adopted

scheme. ThEore is probably little to recomnend one method over anoi;hcr fer [CGEeral

purposes sir~~~e' similar uncertainties in extrapolation a re inherent in all methods

and shnilar der.::'uctioT1..G of nuclear properties may be made from allo

At the present time there are sufficient data a'Vailable over a r;::,mgF.i of

mass numbers f'or almost every element from bismuth to curium trJattrends in a.lpha~'

decay' properties show upwell on a plot of alpha energy vs. 111a.SS number in. which

isotopes of the elements ate joined. Figure 1 shows such a treatment of the data

in which the ordinates gi'V'e the alpha~disintegrationenergies* for thE) ground state

transIDons whi(~h would include gaIDnJa ray energies for those cases in w.hich the most

energetic' :alpha particle observed is known to be followed by garr.iIna radla..l;ions 0 If

we confine our attention to the' heaviest elements j neglecting, for the moments

astatine and lOi"rer elements 9 the most apparent characteristic of the alptJ.a.-energies

is that the isotopes of each element may be joined by a moderately straight line with

increase in etlergy for decrease in mass numbero The trend; is roughly 'linear .. that

it d0parts from this condition is not surprising and possible reasons wilJ. be

discussed belowo

The gen,eral trend of inOrease in alpha-energy wi th decrease in mlSS

number probalhyt cart be adequately exp1ained lor the present by considE~ring sections

of the energy surface at oonstant mass nUillbero Figure 2 shows a series of such sections

* In this paper the total energy of the transition between ground states will be
termed "alpha.-disintegration energyli or more simply llalpha-energ:ylJ while the kinetic
energy of the alpha r=artio1e 'will be explieitly des igna ted 'Ialpha pe.rticle energyll"
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in ideal.lzed form for AlP A=2 p A-4 etc. The parB.bolio form of these sections A.t

constant A was deduced by Bethe and Bacher (17) from their semi-empirical 1$.88 equation

and this was transformed into a more convenient form ahd the parameters evaluated by

Bohr and. Vi'hElelero (18)

between isobars Q The abscissa in Figure 2 is not continuous 0 This Was done in.

order 'to spread the parabolas apart and the notation of Z on each indicates the

pos it ions 0 f the same IOttomic: number.

It win bA recalled that in the region from lead to uranium there are

a.dded on the a'verage almost tw-o neutrons for each proton in attaining e., Clo:m:parable

confjg'Q:~-itiQn with respect to beta-stability for succeeding elements. Therefore g if'

"

as sho~m i:n Figure 2 element Z lies at the vertex of the parabola. for 'ma,Ss m.unber

A·=2 1J elementZ~,2 will lie approximately at the vertex of A-8o It is fllrt;her assumed

tha.t the cfJa,nge in packing fraction is regular in this region so that if i:;he ordinate

of Figure 2 is a funct:1 on o.r the TInSS defect or packing fraction the parabolas will

lie a.s shaw'flo It is a. property of identical parabolas arranged in this fashion that

the vertical projections of lines representing alpha decay drawn be-tween points on

two parabolas (eogO.9 A.• Z to A-4,Z-2) will increase as A deer-eases" As long as sections

of the energy surface at constant A are roughly similar parabolas wi thout shar"p

irregularities and the slope of the surface is fairly constant.., decrease in lli9,SS

number for each element should be accompanied by increase in alpha=energyo Kolman (19)

. (18)
has developed ail expression for a.lpha-energy in terms of the Bohr=Wheeler mass equation

from whi<::;h the same deductions ca.n be made am.ly-tically as those developed graphically

here by m':tking equivalent a.s.sumptions as to the for.m of the enerKY surface Q It may

be mentioned that -the s80tion of the energy sur,face at constant .A win be defined

by a single parabola only if A is odd but the same reasoning a.pplies for i.~he eandi tion

of "even A'I in which odd~odd nuclei lie 0:0. a parabola of higher ener,~y than even~even

nuclei since alpha-decay is a transition bet.'I"een the same nuelear types.
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'EI1.e a,bove explanation wjth Figur'e 2 cons iders the parabolic S8cJtions of

the en8y'gy' i.:iurface to be identical and displaced uniFormly on the energy a.xis 0

Obviously neit'..J1e:r a3sl.lmption cOnf'OY'T1Jf3 to reality and some further dedlwtiorJ.B on the

shape oc the surfac<:. may be obtained from more detailed consideration of the alph.a-

decay dat~;.o To do tl-ds it is helpful to visualize which pa.rts of the 0nergy s>xt'"J'ac8

arlO) v.nd,e1." ,·;(lnsid.eY8':~;ic'no AccordinglY.Q 6. schematio sketeh is presentod a.s Figure 3*

in whi~'jh tihB '1wrticr:d 8,.'(1s is some function of the mows sued1 as 1lk'1,SS defee;'\:; a.:nd the

othor (~oc·:r":Hn8,tf..s 0.1'6 ·the atomic number an,d nnss number as indicatede The surfac:e

b,as b8E'!.(l :,3,',,-,,} '.1.1:ed. 1'tl t'h,d it shows noue of the irregu1cl,rit.iies due to odd and evon

Y"31at1.0l';sJ1.~?(' but the3e need not; enter into the presont 0onsideratrions of' alpha

d,ecay 08C;8',;(8"1 alpha tre.nsitiotLs oooUY' betVtreen the l:J.lwlei of the same typoo Some

00ntouTE: of' ('ow"tant Z and constant A have been en'tered as well a.s 8 few :r'efere:nce

points ~ femo sharp ir.r-egula ritd,es are noted in tho 10l'Tor' part of Figure 3 and th.ese

will b"'i dIsciJssed belowo For the prosent it is worth considering what infoJ'l'tlB.tion.

IrIllY be obta.lned f'x'om alpha··,decay dam in the region. above about mass nUln.ber 2160

In FigUT'EJ 3 is sholl'Ttl a line ab which is the contour following the bottom

viS1;(alize 0entours paranal to this stability line iV'hich would connect nuclei of

the same deg·t>ee of 'be~-:;a=instabilitYo F'1"om a1 pha-decay en01"8ie8 it is pas,sible to

obtaIn. :i:nf'o!."111ation on the :;10',e of these 30ntours and therefore or the Gurf'ace 0 The

a.lph1:1.=de':;ay ene:rg,l,o;.s do not indicate the slo',es in the direction of the':jontours

bu·t; a.t 8.n. angle skew to this direction somewhat as indicated in FigLLt't? :~ b~r the

arrow J.s.b21led fl a 11 0 Beari:ng in mind this limitation in interpretati01.1. i.t is ;3till

possible to cibsS,'1B 8. definite trend. in this region ".,h10h lmy be d8s::.rlrJ8:'l, as a

between 224 'and 2:36 followed :';y lUi increased slop'''' fit higher mass nu.':loerso T'D.ese

n:umbel's sho'J;d not 1J8 tnk8ll rigidly as there are no sharp breaks in slope and there

roE.y be sUIX-!r':Lm.pcsBd other effects in a direction not parallel vJith t.he valle:fo

~'~-'-'-'-'~._".'------'--'-'--~._-~---<~< .~_._~~~.v.=o;r---~-~~'~~--~o~d~·~~ _

'* We wish to tbank ~;Iro Robert Olsonf'or the preparation of this sket0h 0
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The manner in which u10se inferences were made may be clarified by reference

to Figure 40 Here ate plotted the alpha~decay energies as a function of mass number,

and nuclei of oonstant Z, ore connected (i'ri th light lines) as in Figure 10 The

oJontours shG\"1n in hea1l;l'lines on Piguy"'0 4 are intended to map regions of constant

degree of be ta-instabili tyo For e XCLrn pIe i> the contour XY joins points along the

stabilit;r line ab in Fiv,ure 3. lower contours join points on the Bohr-;Vheeler parabolas- -
of Z lower than the most stable '7'5.1u8 of Z and the contours above XY go through points

of higher values of' Z than the most stable 0 Tne ordinate value e that is the alpha-

energy f) for each contour is seen to go through a minimum indicating a minimum slope

to the energy sur.f'acG in that regiono The reason for tl13 vertical displaoement of

the comours in Figure 4 may best be visualized by examining the model in Figure 30

Since alpha-,aec:ay proceeds in a direction skew to that of' the valley the alpha

energies of points on the left hand slope of the valley will become progressively

greater the further one proceeds up the slope and they will become lower the further

one proceeds up the oti1er slopeo

One may also examine contours in the direction of alpha dee'ay in which

points alo:ng an alpha decay sequence are joinedo Some of these are shO'wn as dotted

lines in Figu:re 4 and a.gain show minima. Here~ howevers the minima arise from at

least two ef'fects g the first caused by the plateau in. the direction of the valley and

the seoond eff'ect is that of crossing from one slope of 'Ghe valley to the other~

It is not possible to attach to this plateau any precise lreaning in terms

of nuclear structure in the sense that some sharp irregularities in the region

around lead and polonium may be inl~erpreted (see discussion below)" The existence

of this region has the praotical importance of allowing a few nuc lei :1..n the region

of beta-stability -00 haxe sufficiently long alpha half lives to persist in nature ..

Let us examine what would have happened if the slope of the energy surface were a

little steeper~ Then uf38 whioh is assumed still to be beta-stable might have had

a 10- or 20~fdld shorter ha If~life and would have essentially decayed ill'!ay. Now



lie on this plateau!>
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tf40 would have a IGnger alpha half-life but being beta unstable would decay to Pu240

which wauIe:. ;lgain have too short an. alpha half-lif80 It may be stated that the condi-·

tions for persisting in nature is that a nuclide be the heaviest beta stable isotope

of the elementv that is that it lie on the proper oS ide of the valleys and that it

, 232
Apparently only tv,o nuclei fulfill these conditions» Th and

if 38 0 The other llUcleus ;:Ii th long half-life» if35 19 is found in nature for another

reason having to do with an abnormally lone; half-Iif's f'or its decay energy" This

will become clearer when half-lives are discussedo

Heturning to Figure 1 it is seen that the smooth trend in energy vs 0 mass

number be"b.veen the heaviest and lightest isotopes of each element from emanation to

.
curium no longer applies to elements below emanation and in fact evon emanation and

f'rancium now have identified isotopes which do not fall in this sequenceo Here the

I
trend of' increase in alpha w energy with decrease in mass number is apparent for the

heaviest isotopes of each element but a point is reached at which there is a sharp

break and alpha-energy decreases with decrease in mass number" At still lower mass

numbers there is: a, minimmn in the curve and the initial trend is aGain resumed 0

Bismuth isotopes present an interesting case in that alpha,-actbrity dis·-

appears oyer a wide range of nass numbers and then reappears at very low masses 0

The condition of' increase in alpha-energy with decrease in mass number is fulfilled

from Bi 214 to Bi211 while Bi210 has a much lower alpha enerGY and B:l 209 (stable bismuth)

has an alpha-energy less than 4 Mev as inferred from the inability to detect its

ha t o 0ty c< ] b" th 0, • th B· 202 Bo 207 1 (3,,20)alp --ac lVl • ...~evera, lsmu 1so"opes 1n e ranr:e ~l - l are znown

but none of these b.ave deteetable alpha-activity. However9 at still lower mass numbers

(Bi201 and lower) alpha-activi ~I again appears 0 The same trend but at higher energies

is noted for polonium and astatine and probably f'or higher elements!>

TIllS behavior may be explained by a sharp irregularity in the energy surf'ace

of' the form indicated in the lower I-art of the model shown in Figure 30 It rr"a,y readily
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be seen thr1.t the Bohr-Wheeler tlparabolas" at constant A have a. decided depress ion

included as an ,irregularity and with this it is poss ib1e to explain the observed

inversion in Eilpha-enerhies in a manner similar to that used in Figure 2 0 Another method

that may' bE: uS;3d is to consider cont:;urs of Jeihe energy surface at constant Z0 This

has been done in schematic fashion in Figure 5 for Z :. 84 and Z :. 820 The lengths

of the arrows indicate the alpha energies for the polonium isotopes of the rmss

220numbers indicated and the sequence shOWing increase in alpha energy from Po to

212
Po followed by a sharp decrease and gradual increase in progressing to lower mass

numbers arG :indioated in this fashiono The exact shapes of these contours must not

be taken seriously beyond the point that they will have some such shape if the

irregular! ty. :l.n the energy sur face sets in at some line of constant neutron number

,as shown in Pigure 3" The cha.nges in slope of the curves of Figure 5 a.re made to

fit the observed alpha-decay datao It will be noted that the contours were drawn

trlrough even=even nuclei onlyo This was done in order not to complicate thB drawing

by odd~·eve'tl alternations. The meaning of the inversion in alpha energies noted in

this r>egio!'J. is a.ttributable to abnormally strong nuclear 'binding associated wi th

126 neutrons and wil.l be d.iscussed furthe r be law.

The precjeding pa ragr8.phs have dealt wi th the explanation of the general

trends in alpha decay energies 0 It is the purpose here to discuss the data presented

in Figure 1 and to point out some of the deductions which can be reached concerning

the properties o.r a nLldber of ind ividual nucl ides 0

E'V'!.duation of Dat1'3.• -- It is inherent in most of the methods used for determining;

alpha~ene:rgies that fairly accurate values are obtainedo Almost none of the energies

shatlm should be il1 error by more than 100 Kev.\l am most of them are known wi th cons iderably

better a(,curacyo It will be seen in the final section of this paper that tue re is

hope of making cal,.:.ula t'ions of nuclear radius from alpha decay data in which uncertainties

in alpha energy of the order> of only 10 Kev would be meaningful and undesirableo HoweiTer,
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for tbe ptGGent ':c.,tlsidera-tions such accuraey is not necessary to or)serve the general

trends and the prin,:~ ipa! uneertainties in interpretation arise from other 20U1't..::es 0

in,d:~(;ated J.n fi'igu::'p 1 by s'uperscript question llB rks foJ l(nvin!~ the lTftSS rHxl'ibero In

no c.I:l.ses W·OT"f. the !l.sE:ignments as ::indicated purely arbitrary .. for exampleD the four

neutro.rJ. d6.:t'.i.(Jlent 'bismuth alpha emitters were a.rranged in the order shmv!.l by excitation

f"uncti'Jti dn.1:iJ.. 'lnd t:tY~ IrLcJSS numbers of some were assigned by observing the genetic

relationship with the lead and tha llium. daughters ar isingthro ugh suc~cesslve electro n

\
.1

Ot,ben' entries in Figure 1 are accompa.:nied by question marks pre-ceding the

synibQl as :1.:0 cihe case 232 0 0 "

of P-u lndlcatlng uncertn.inty of the energylinlte!J due in this

There is

insbaw:.", to +:11(;) l::;ock of rGsohrbion of this group from others formed in the sa.Ire

il"!~8.(I!"t',·:)TI 0 All en'3!"t" ieswhiah a.re oalcula ted or estimated are similarly denotjedc

Bcyynd f,;16 lm>::ertainties already mentioned it should be realized that total

de.f,;ay en(:H'gy "is the propert;ywhic.h should be comy:ared and there has been a tanit

assumpt.:ion that the alr;hB.-energies shown represent ground sta.te tnm:s:J!;-;3.on;,: 0 Where this

conditiG.n :: '" Jmowtl not to apply ~ corJ:"ections ha"i7B been. made b)r add:d:.'Lot1 (If tho gamms.

, _235. 241
ray en8rg"Y' a s in the:~88es of U- and Am (see Appendix for detai Is) 0

good :r'easor.~ 1~O believe that there may be many Ga,3GS s as yet unproved" in whi6h the

o"bserved alpha particles do not fJorrespond ta the ground str;;,te tran.si t;ions" A3

,) '4 ,~~

examples!> Pll·
u

,. ctnc1
33

9 bath a.f 'Which would seem to be out of line in Figure IIJ have

(3 \
associatE<d wtth them considerable ganml8. radiation' ) which mtlY mea):), tha.t the alpha

groups of th8 gX:'otmd state transitions have not been observedo Further reasons lending

c:redenc'!e to Gtle existenC'8 of this phe:nomenon 'will be brought out in the dh'Cmssion

,~" . ,210(~ ) D.24J, 242The; a'l.pJJS ':mergies far t~ree of the entr .Ll. S.'J Bl RaE.~ 1. u and.&ll ~

have b'3Gl1 calc)J.,:, God from closed decay cycles sinG8 the alpha. particles Gould not be
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Broda and Feather(22) identified the 4-min.

thallium ~s the alpha-decay daughter of 'RaE and using its beta-decay energy~ that of

RaE and the alpha-energy of Po2109 it was possible to calculate the alpha-energy of

RaE 0 The following diagrams designate the data used in calculating the :;.\lpTh'1.-energies

n Pu24l d A~242 I A d·.L> .co th d' .)lor an AUl \see ppen IX .lor 1. UT or IScusSlon

Cm
242

a 6;/
Pu

238 242
Am

(L 5.4 (calc .. )

Bismuth and Neighboring Elementsj) the Effect of 126 Neutronso-= The recently

discovered alpha-radioactiV'ity of highly neutron deficient bismuth isotopes (Figure 1)

is of interest in marking the "reappearance" of alpha-radioactivity in bismuth at a·

considerable departure in mass number from the alpha emitters among the natural

radioactivities 0 A possible explanation has already been advanced in which the trend

in alpha energies for these light bismuth, polonium~ and astatine isotopes is thought

to be a resumption of the trend which all of the heavy isotopes shm'll) namely an increase

in alpha energy with decrease in mass numbero This resuwption in trend follows an in-

terruption caused by a region of abnormnlly great nuclear bindingo

From the data at hand it is readily seen why no alpha activity has been

t d f . 1 kn . t such n. 206 d B· 204no e or preVlous y olvn ISO opes as v~ an ~ .. By extrapolations of the

curves for bismuth in Figure 1 it may be estimated that these isotopes h~ve alpha-

decay energies around or below 4 1Bvc For this energy the alpha half~life would be

perhaps greater than 10
8

years and therefore alpha. particles would be undetectable. As

will be discussed belo'1i!.f> it 'would be illUlllinating to have available the partial decay
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constants fa!' alp:ha-emiss ion for these electron capturing bismuth isotopes since the

rela tionship between half-life and energy [:i \l13S further information on :nuc;~ear binding

through the effect on nuclear radius~ Th.e 5015-11"ev al L)hc-emitter thoU[;ht to be Bi201

has a IllJ3asured half-life of ODe hour and even a crude estilmte of its alpha-decay half-

life would set; it at a.bout 50 years illustrating the extremely low a1. pha=b ranching ,

Th,,: r-eappearance of high alpha-energies 'Nhich allow alpha-emission to be

detected for the highly neutron deficient isotopes of bismuth,. polonium.9 and astatine

gives rise to -Ghe thought that elemonts of still lower atomic number might similarly

show alpha-aetlvi tyo This matter has been cons idered at greater length by Kohman~19)

Recently in this laboratory(23) there has been observed a number of short-lived 'alpha

emitters in region following irradis:bions of gold with high energy deuterons and

iJvm of these have been tentatively assiGned to isotopes of gold and mercury. On the

other hand~ similar experiments (24) were able to show no alpha·-activi ty in lead 0 This

may mean tha l; the region of stabUity which causes a decrease in alpha-energy and

abnorlllfl,l lri.::rease in half-lifo in a localized region for astatine,\l poloniuTI1,\l and bismuth

is intensified and broadened at the position of lead and possibly thal1ium so that

alpha-aativi ty is no longer exhHitedo VJhen this region is pas sed alpha.~E:me:rgies and

a.lpha~,decay constants are again sufficiently high especially for neutron defi(';ient

isotopes 0

In considering the reason for the inversion in alpha-energies of ~'JismuthJl

polopium9 and asta,tine it is necessary to postulate a region of abno:rlT1-t'1l1y stable

nuclear binding, In proceeding from 1"1i[;h toward low mass numbers there is good

evidence that this effect sets in at some constant neutron number for each element as

indicated in F'i{'~ure 30 Thus the hir'hest alpha=energies for lJismuth and polonium occur

for the isotopes
211 212 213

Bi 'and Po . and for astatine probably at At (see next section) 0

All of these decay by 9,11'ha-emission into nuclei with 126 neutrons and it is probable

thatat this neutron number there is abnormally stable nuclear structure as compared
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It may be worth pointing out that

insofar as alpha-decay energies are an index there is no sharp discontinuity in nuclear

binding below 126 neutrons as there is above this number.

Neither from Figure 1. nor from the theory is there any quantitative way of

telling how many elements beyond astatine this effect of 126 neutrons will nnke itself

felt. In Figure 3 the depression in the energy surface due to the 126 neutron configura-

tion is shown to extend to element 88 D radium. It may also be seen that for each

sucoessive element, the minimum in alpha-energy caused by the depression should lie at

progressively higher alpha-energies. Examining the isotopes of Big Po, and At each

with 126 neutrons:> the alpha-energies are respectively < 4 :Mev, 5.3 I-iIev and 5.9 ]~v.

Because the differences between successive elements seem to be converging it is

difficult to extrapolate to the next nucleus with 126 neutrons, Em2l2
9 but a reasonable

guess is that its alpha-energy will not be more than 6.4 Mev. As will be pointed out

the alpha-decay for nuclei with 126 neutrons or less is highly forbidden and from the

curves of Figure 9 one might expect a half-life for Em
212

in the range several minutes

to an hour D depending, of course upon its energy. Because of the 126 neutron oonfigura

tiohD Em2l2 is possibly sufficiently stabilized to be beta-stable. As a re8ul tone

would predict that at least this light isotope of emanation should be observable. In

summarYD as fa!' as predictions are concerned g there is good reason to believe that the

curve for emanatioa (31ement 86) in Figure 1 will reach a maximum at Em.214 and then at

lower mass numbers will descend into a region in which the nuclei will have alpha-

energies in the range of about 6 ~kv.

(27 28)Very recently in this laboratory, a attempts have been made to prepare

emanation and francium isotopes of low mass number by spallation of thorium with high

energy protons. It was found that there are indeed alpha-emitters in the predicted

energy region which must be ascribed to nuclei of lower mass number for these elements

than any which had been heretofore examinedo In partiCUlar, ~NO of these activities
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h b . d 2'7' "d "th t" 1 .p 6 17 1,~-V enerb""y& to Em,-212. andave een asslgne ~ So u=mln. perlo"Vfl par ;I.c ..es 0.1. 0 L.!::J ~ v

212
a 19 mino period with 6025 l:kv al~)ha-particle energy to Fr 0

Although this same effect may exist for several higher elements it should

become less pronounced and inc~easingly difficult to observe since not only will the

alpha. half-lives be expected to become shorter for higher elements due to larger alpha-

energies but at constant neutron number the affected nuclides will be progressively more

highly neutron deficient and therefore have short electron capture half~1.iveso

PREDICTIONS OF NUCLEAR PROPERTIES

J,1ethods ,an,d Examples 0-= It is apparent that one may use the correlations

of Figure 1. to predict the alpha-energies of many nuclides just as hc"lS been done

previously by a number of workers without the benefit of the comprehensive data now

available as a guide. In additi0n~one ~"lY use the half-life vs. energy correlations

which are taken up in a later part of this paper to predict alpha half-li'VB s. There

will be no attempt here to compile a list of predicted nuclear properties of presently

unknovm species or modes of decay. H01:lever., there are a number of generc.lities of some

importance which may be reached tLr'ough the use of particular data either aV8.ilable or

obtainable by predictionJ) G,no. so,,'o of those will be examined. One of these 9 having to

do ·with relatively long-Ii-ved alpha-activities of emana tioD and francium isotopes of

low mass number I) has already been dis:"~ussedo A brief recapi tulat ion ofi;he premises

used and methods 1,''I'hich are applied li'.1.'I.y ~Je in order.

The first consideration is that all nuclides in the region under discussion

are thermodynamically alpha-unstable and D.Imos"!:; all which are either found in ne,ture or

artificially prepared 'would h.3.vG ::1oo.surf1.ble alpha~activity if alpha-decay were the

only type of insta'bility in force. However!) alr,ha-decay may not be discernable in

beta-unstable nu~loi if the l"t:d;io of beta hlllf-life to alpha he,lf-life is extremely

smalL LikewisG Il ~'t bct;',-unstable nuclide p","',~r not sonsibly exhibit its beta-instability

if the alnha half~lif'E': is extr,::yrlely sheri;"
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There are a number of reasons for wishing to know whether a nucleus is

beta-stable or unstable irrespective of its alpl~-decay properties. The beta-stable

nuclei iAn -this region are entirely analogous to the stable nuclei lower in the periodic

table and their pattern constitutes a souroe of information on nuclear structure. An

example of this will appear in a later section in which is discussed the possibility

that astatine (element 85) has no beta-stable isotopes as is apparently the case

for two other elements technetium (element 43) and prometheum (element 61). Another,

quite differeut D use of the knowledge of beta-stability has to do with the preparation

of u'wlear species through the beta-decay process. As an examplesthe validity of the

difficult measurements showing that astatine isotopes arise from rare beta-branching

of the "A products '! (polonium isotopes) of tho natural radioactive series must clearly

be questioned for these "A products!t which can be reasonably proved to be beta-stable.

All in all D the question of be'm-stability is of great importance and an attempt is

made (Table 1) to list the heavy nuclides accordingly.

Beyond predictions of type it is also important to predict deg~whichs for

alpha-emissiou D is the principal part of this paper. The accurate forecast of alpha

half-life along with similar predictions with regard to beta-stability are the require-

ments in detennining how best to prepare and identify unknown spec~_es of interest.

Such prediotions were invaluable in preparj_ng sucoess ively the transuranium elements,

the transplutonium eleneuts and are the gUiding factors in attempting to prepare still

higher elements. Therefore» in addition to alpha-decay predictionsD it is often

important to estimate beta-decay and electron capture decay energies and through modified

Sargent diagrams» the half~livese

The methods of making these predictions vary in kind and reliability. Alpha-

energies may be read off a plot such as FiGure 1 by interpolation or extrapolation bearing

in mind the sharp changes which occur in the nuclei near closed shell con£ignrations.

221For exampleD one may be fairly certain that the alpha-energy of Em lies bebveen those

220 ~222 '}; + .of Em and.&.I\ and 118.8 an energy of 6,,0 - 0.1 Mev;
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. "213 214 212undoubtedly be erroneous to assJ.gn At an alpha-energy between At and At sinoe

from other correlations we would infer tbit At
213 r~s a higher energy ~~an At214 (as shrynn

° Fo '1).. 1 f hi t th • Bi211 BO 212 d P 212 P 213J.n J.gure~. J.n an ana ogous as on 0 e paJ.r3 - J. an 0 ~ a 0

With information on some decay energies it is often possible to oalculate others

making use of decay cyoles the simplest type of which is shown as follows~

(2 +

/

If any thre~ members are knoWll b the fourth is uniquely determined~ Some-

times approximations can be made with very little experimental information which in

turn can lead to important deductions. As an example 9 we may use alpha-decay energies to

deduce something about nuclear spins near closed neutron and proton shells~ The ca.se

209 .
in point is to obtain information on the spin of Ph which has one neutron beyond the

"closed shell" 126 and Po209 "which has one neutron less than 126. Knavm information

is shmvn on the following diagrams with broken line arrows indicating paths of decay

not yet observed~

EC (?)
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From the failure to observe alpha activity in natural bismuth (minimum half-life

of the half-life energy relationships considered in a

number"

following part of this papers it is almost certain that Bi 209 has an alpha-decay energy

less than 4 Mev and it could be considerably below this, say 3 l~vo Since Pb 205 must

,be heavier than T1
205

one can innnediately decide that Po
209

is at least 1 1ev heavier

than Bi
209

and perhaps considerably heaviero In preparations of Po
209

showing considerable

alpha-activity the number of x-rays from the electron capture process allow one to set

an upper limit Qf io% for the electron captur~ branching making the minimum half-life

for this mode of deca,y 2000 yearso(24) Realizing that this is a minimum value for the

half-life and that the decay energy is at ,least 1 Mev and might be considerably

greater, the decay process is seen to be highly forbidden when compared with a large

number of other cases which indicate a half-life of about 100 mine for this decay

'(29) ~-e spJ.·n of B· 209 . 'kn t b 9';:'2 d . ttl t 1energy".Lll J. J.S, own a e an s mce .one mus pos u a e a arge

spin change in the Po 209 - Bi
209

transitiong it is necessary to assign a small spin

number such as 1/2 to Po209"

The other isobar decaying to Bi 209 is Pb209 of the Tf33 family which has

a 3.3 hr. half-life and 0,,7 Mev decay energy. This half-life and energy corresponds to

an allowed transition which Feather and Richardson (30) associate with a spin change

of -10 On this basis one would assign the huge spin number 11/2 to Pb
209

but in any

case it must be close to that of Bi
209

and therefore lar~e. The point to be made is

that Pb209 with 127 neutrons has one neutron beyond the configuration 126 and according

to Mayer(3~) the extra neutron should indeed be in the 7i level with spin term i
l1

/ 2 •

Turning to Po209 it is seen that it l~s 125 neutrons, one below the closed shell of

126. According to the term schemes of 1ayer, the last levels to be filled in the

shell have the spin term i 13/ 2 but as is noted for previous shells these high spin

number levels fill only in pairs and there is crossing with a level of lower spin

In this case the ~25th neutron would bear the spin term 4Pl / 2 which Mayer

lists as the closest level to the first i levels. It is seen that this assignment is
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in good agreement with the eleotron capture decay properties of P0
209

elaborated

a bow 0
TL • L • ~ ~~ ~ 207
..L1I :m.lghu be mentloneu. v.u.a·., Pb ~h()uld be an ana.logous rlucleus (125 neutrons)

and Nordheim~32)" 1hyer!31) and Feenberg and Hammack(33) assign 'the odd neutron to a 4p

state 1nth spin 1/20

For further illustration of the use of alpha-decay data in predicting nuclear

properties the cases ofbtlO astatine isotopes will be consideredo

. 213
Oneaf these has to do \TIith the alpha-energy of At indicated to be 9~2

Mev in Figure 1 although this is only a predictiono It will be noted that At
214 has

almost the same alpha-energy as Thco(P0
2l2

) the most energetic alpha-emitter previously

known and it would be of interest to know whether At213
has still higher decay energy.

The point of unc,erminty is whether or not P0
213

is beta-stable and if so what the At
213

electron cap{;ure energy is 0 Although this cannot be predicted for sure it is probable

that it is either p,-- stable or is only very slightly un.stable with respect to At213.

Z"i'"
The beta-stability of Po ~v is discussed in a following section on beta-stabili~o

T k " ,t 0 P 213 At 213 b t d th ttl d f th Pb209
a ~ng (46 0 ~~ e a- ecay energy as zero p e·o a ecay energy 0 e

213
beta transition as 0070 Mev and the alpha-energy of Po as 805 1BV9 then the alpha-

energy of At
2l3

is calculated to be 9 0 2 'lnis energy would conform with the hypo-

thesis that the highest alpha-energy in this region will reside for each element in

that " t h' h d t d t "th 126 neut'rons.· ~h" A4
213 ----, B· 209

J.so ope w J.C ecays 0 a pro uc WJ. p In "c, ~s case .t~ v --;? J. 0

To this estimated decay energy of At
213

must be added the electron capture energy of

At213 or the 13-=energy of Po213 must "be subtracted!) whichever applies"

At
216

is reported by Karlik and Bernert (20) to arise in the thori1L1Jl decay

series t...l1rough ~=~bran0hing in the deeayof Tl:1.A(P0
216

)0 These authors noted a weak

7057~M3V a1pha- group which deca;yed with the half-l He of separated thoron (Em220 ) and

was attributed to AJ 0001% branching in TP-,\ decay according to the following scheme~
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Y~rlik and Bernert have pointed out a serious difficulty in this interpretation since

in summing the decay energies in the closed cycle it turns out that At
2l6

(using their

216
value for the alpha-energy of At ) is act~al1y unstable with respect to ThA by 0.15

Mev while the apparently observed ~~=branching of ThA would demand an estimated energy

of 1 1bv in the opposite direction p thus introducing a discrepancy of 1015 Mevo They

216suggest an explanation retaining their assignment of the 7 .57~1~v alpha-group to At

by assuming that ThB decays only to an 1015-Mw excited state of Bi212 (ThC) while the

216
alpha-decay of At proceeds to the ground state. This explanation seems untenable

for a number of reasons 0 If ThC represents the postulated exei ted state of Bi212 then

the alpha-energy of the ground state would be 1015 Mev lower than the measured value

(6,,1 Mev)" that is!> about 500 M~vo From Figure 1 it is seen. that "whereas 601 l'fev ralls

directly in line between the energies for Bj21l and" Bi
213

a value of 500 M3v would be

completely out of lineo In addition» the explanation is in conflict with ~le knvwn

properti3s of the collateral decuy series (8) starting with 22-hro Pa 228 because in

216 220 2l?
this series At arising from the alpha-decay of Fr decays to Bi ~ identical in

properties with ThC 9 that iss the 601~Wev energy is noted which would not be possible

if At
2l6

must decay to the ground state of an isotope for which The is an excited

state. That the entire Pa
228

decay series has been wrongly assigned is.highly improbable

228 228because of the identification of RdTh (Th ) from electron-capture branching of Fa. ,
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The t (Po212) from the f -decay

of Th"/B·212\v\. l )0 All in alI D it appears , " 216\ 0to be highly unHkel:l that Tl1..t!.(Po ):t.s ~--unstable

a.nd therefore the "7057=Mev alpha-group in Tn must arise from some mechanism not involving

At
2l6

o The At
216

could not 00:rne from Fr
220

formed by P--branching of En.c
220

since

Em220 is su:rely f~·stableo Perhaps some such explanation as that offered by Feather (35)

for the observation of Karlik and Bernert is correcto

These examples of the use of alpha-decay data may serve to indicate some

of the methods which have found a pplication while in the following are presented

some ideas on beta-stabili tyo the transuranium elements and the rare earth region"

~~~~li't:Y-2:E.. the H~~~vEle~en~Ii"'!"'" As illustrated by the discussion

of whether aT not At
2l6

could arise from the thorium radioactive fum11y it is often

important; -1:;0 be able to predict beta-stabUi ty& Many of the shorfF..;lived alpha

em5..ttert. are beta~unstable but this instab'ility is not noted because of overwhelming

competition by alpha-decayo Nevertheless g the degree of beta"'instability can often be

calculated bJr means of closed deoay cycles and conversely the beta-energies oan serve

as important links in caloulating alpha.=energies and in predicting branched. decay"

No attempt will be made in this report to shaw the calculations of beta~decay energies

and Table 1 tells only whether or not a nuclide is knovm to be beta-stable or predicted
"

to be so" Predictions are in parentheses .. A recent table of Bi~,as and l1ukherjee(36)

listing types of instabili tys differs in some instances from Table 1 and does not give

prediotions of unobserved modes of instabilit:>r or for unltnovm specieso

The greatest uncertainties in predictions of beta~stability involve choosing

which isotopes,9 if anY9 of astatine and francium are betB_-stableo 1~asurGments in

this labOl'atory(8) on the alpha-energy of A-t216 gave 7079 Mev whi0h vvhe.n used with

the alpha=energy of P0216(ThA) and the decay energy of Pb 212 (ThB) allows one to calculate

21~ 216
that At 0 is unstable with respect to electron capture to Po by 004 Mevo In a

similar fashions !Il8_king use of the newly measured (8 )alPha-,energy of At21\ it is
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Table 1

Beta-Stability in tile Heavy Elements*

Element Beta-Stab Ie EC Unstable ~-- Unstable EC and ~--

Unstable

bismu1:h Bi~W9 Bi197_Bi206,(Bi207) B
o210

B
o214 (Bi2OS )J. - J.

polonium P 208 P 210 P 211 Po202,(Po203),Po204_ po215,(Pa217)o 2 0 , 0
(PoZl ), (Po213?) PaZ07, (Po209) Po218
(PoZ14), (Po216 )

astatine At204_At211, (At2l3 ?) (At215 1) (AtZ12 1)
(At217,At218) (At214 )

(At216 )

emanation (Em212 ?), (Em
214

) (Em213 ) (E 219?)
(EmZI5?), (EmZ16_Em2lE),

m
221

" l)

(Em )
Em220,Em222

francium (Fr219
?) (Fr21S ) (FrZZ1 ) ,Fr

Z23
(Fr22O,
Fr22Z)

radium (Ra21S,Ra220,Ra221, (~2l9?) RaZZ5 Ra227

Ra222_Ra224,Ra226 22S' ,
Ra

actinium Ac
225 (Ao 222 ) ,Ac223 Ac226,Ac227, (Ac 224 ,

Ac 228 Ac 226 )

-thorium (ThZ24,Th226 ),Th227_ (Th223),Th225 Th231, Th233,
Th230,Th232 Th234

promc tinium Pa
231 (Ba226),P.a227_Pa.229 P.a232,P.a 233, Pa230,

P.a234 (Ba232 )

uranium JZ30 JZ32_r35, (~27),~28,~29,tt31 if37, tt 39

(U23~),u23

neptunium Np237 Np231, (Np232)Np233_Np235 Np238,Np239 (Np236, Np23~

plutonium Pu236 PU238_PU240, (PU232,PU2331,PU234 Pu241,(Pu243)
(Pu24~;Pu244 ) (Pu235) ,Pu23

americium Am241 , (Am243
1) Am238 _Am240 Am

242
IJ (Am

244
) (Am242 )

curium Cm242,(Cm244_Cm246, Cm
238

, (Cm
239

), (Cm24O ?), (Cm
247

11 Cm
249

)
Cm24S) Cm241 , (Cm243 1)

element 97 (97
247

)

* Predictions are encloSed in parentheses~
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be·l:1.l,-stable 0 Under such oircumstances in which

.. t 0 ~ th t P 213 ~ d . t d t b1 18 u~uaL a a WOUL be expec e 0 e

beta-sta.ble D althcugh there are a number of' cases known in which there are two beta-

uns-tabl-=. 8'\Tf:;!'J:l",odd isotopes of lower 1J'1Jl.ss number than the heaviest beta-stable even-even

isotopeo o " 213 213 209 20°
By closing a decay cY01e 111V01vHl.g Po 9 At , Pb !II and Bi v D it may be

h that At' 213 t 1 1 h ds ovm ,mus 1113.ve an a p .13.- ecay energy in excess of' 9020 1~v' in order that

A
213 ,

t be heav~er th P
2J.3

an 0 c All that can be said f'rom extrapolation in Figure 1 is

that At
213

could have an alpha-decay energy this higho As a resu1 t the question as in

whether or not At
21:\s beta~stable cannot be resolved at presento

....lr::
The other most likely beta':"'stable isotope of asta. tine is At<:- OJ 0 Here it

can be shown that Po215 is --v 008 Mev heavier than At215 but it is not at all certain

that At
215

is stable with res peat to Em
215

0

Regarding; this question of whether At
215

is beta-stable with respe(;t to

Em215
it is possible to shovl1' that this iB a borderline case insofar as the estimations

1 0 d c t f' f th 0 b At 213 P 213are w. 1. ju.s· as v,as ound or e 1.80 ars , ._. a 0 The following deca;y- eye Ie

lllJ3.y be dra:wn !vith the knovm values for 'cJw decay energies indicated" One lllJ3.y estimate

215
tt"1e alpha-decay energy of Em from Figure 1. and from this close the cycle to dei:iermine

7 0 58

104'1

20'7
Ph

~~~

~T1207
(A~C~l )

6074
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215 215
whether Em or At; - is heavier.9 or 0.1ter:n.ately.9 set these isobars equal and determine

21R
the alpha.~eneX'gy which Em -- liVould have to have to sa.tisfy thj.s condi tiono It is found

accordingly that if' the alpha~energy of Em2l5 is less than 8079 Mev than Em215 is beta

"1 ;:;:
stable and At""'" is beta·-unstable 0 In examining Figure 1 it is seen th13.t the require-

ment falls in the range of esti:trl'ltion (8:7 - 809) and it m:ty be said that ;;here is

probably no more than 100 Kev difference betw'een Em
215

and At
2l5

0 It should be mentioned

that the most likely rev'isions that may be required in the measured values shown in

the above det1ay sequences aI'e in the direction of making At
215

heaviero

The possible beta-stable isotopes of astatine discussed above are At213

and At215
0 Higher isotopes of astatine such as A'l:;217 are clearly' beta.~unstableo

Since there is no measurable isotope of astatine which can be proved to be

beta-stable the question arises whether such exists or whether astatine is like ~{o of

:the other missing elements 9 technetium (element 43) and prometheum (element 61)9 which

probably have no beta-stable isotopeso In considering this point there are some remark-

able analogies between these three elen~nts which upon examination draw attention to

a possib~e reason vlhy no beta.-stable isotopes exist.. This has to do viTith the positions

which the elements hold with res fect to positions of stable configurations Ol~ "closed

shells JJ in llU'J.i.8Hr· structure"

In the case of technetium it is necessary to examine the effe(;t of neutron

mwiber 50 whioh apparently promotes added stabili ty in nU0lei in vihich it appears ..

It should be remembered that in general only one isotope of an odd element has a chance

of being stable with respect to its even-element isobars" For technetium one might

97 93 101
predict this isotope to be To ' since it lies midway betvveen 39Cb and 45Rh' 0

9'7
However ll Tc has"b!m pairs of neutrons beyond the stable configuration of 50 neutrons

and since such neutrons ~~Y' be assumed to have abnormally low binding energies this may

be just sufficient to cause it to be hes.'irier than one of its isobars especially if

the added assumption is !T'nde that for an even element the IIclose d neutron shell" has
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a smaller effect on neutron binding energies beyond the shell o From this reasoning

all that can be said is that an odd element near the upper limit of elements whioh

have a stable isotope with the neutron number of abnormal stability should be affeoted

but not enough is known about the fine points of nuclear binding to predict whether

the affected element should be columbium (41) or technetium (43).

Prometheum (element 61) is in an analogous position with respect to neutron
-'~

number 82. Here there is a long list of stable nuolei, namely, 54xe1369 !?6Ba138,

139 140 141 142 144
57La , 58Ce ~ 59Pr , 60Nd 9 6ZSm 0 The remarkable stabilization of 82

139 141 '
neutrons allows both La and Pr to be beta-stable even though they differ by just

two protons and is presumably responsible for the absence of any stable isotope in the

next odd element" prometheum, through reasoning similar to that used for technetium~

The next apparent stabilizing neutron number occurs in the region of lead

and is presumably the number 126. In the heaviest elements about two neutrons are

added for each proton in building from element to element so it is not expected that

there should be as many elements each with a stable isotope with the same neutron number

as among the lighter elements. For neutron number 126 9 the knovm. beta-stable nuclei

are 82Pb208~ 8SBi209, and 84Po210. The interesting possibility has already been

oonsidered that 86Em212 may be beta-stableo As j,s the case for neutron numbers 50 and

82 it may be expected that an odd element in this region will have no beta-stable

isotopeb and it is postulated here that Qstatine (elemen~ 85) is that elGment. '

. t :f :f' F 219 • .221- The only possible beta-stable ~so opes 0 rancJ.um are rand Fr

223 -, 223
since Fr is kn0W11 to decay to p~ (AcX) 0 It is not possible to say for sure

whether or not Fr219
is beta-stable although tentatively it is decided to be sao

The question to be decided is which of the isobars .Fr219 and Em219 (An) is heavier

since Ra
219

is almost surely unstable toward electron capture. A cycle containing

. . 215 215 211 211these isobars and J.ncludlng At 9 AcA 9 AcB 9 AcC may be set up using values

shown in Figure 1 (see Table 3) for the alpha-energies and 1e40 for the disintegration

211· 219energy :for AcE ~ Vfuen this is calculated it is found that Fr is beta-stable with
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219 L
respect to:Em (An) by about 300 Kevo In view of' the argument~ as to the beta-instability

of Em219 it is almost ./-.-, • -l-b -l- H' 221 . t:l"" • -l--I- t1, -l-cerl.tClJ.n l"I.La l.r .L.lID :tS a t.J o;;::em~ vver so J..La. v the consideration of

the beta-stability of Fr221 revolve around whether or not Ra221 is electron capture

bl Cl ' l' l' Ra221 F 221 p-
2l7

11
P 213 At217 d B· 213 'tunsta eo os~ng a eye e ~nVD ~ng II 'r II DIll 0 II an ~ ~

is found that Fr22l is 100 Kev heav.ier than Ra
221

, a difference which precludes a decision

in view of the uncertainties in some of the datao TentativelYII the only beta~stable

219
isotope of francium will be taken to be Fr 0

Transuranium Elements,,-- For the beta-stable nuclides and those with

neutron excess the alpha-decay energies between comparable nuclei progressively

increase above uranium. This effect has already been pointed out in the discussion

of Figure 4. This means that comparable nuclei (in their position with regard to the

center of beta-stability for each element) will show increased alpha-energy and shorter

half-life in going above uranium" If one were to assume that alpha~deoay is the only

means by which very heavy nuclei could spontaneously degrade to lighter nuclei this

effect can be deduced independently of measured alpha-energy values by the fact that

transuranium elements have not survived through geological time.

To illustrate this trend the alpha-energies of analogous nuclei are listed

in Table 2 for this region for the even elementso Nuclides in the same horizontal

row are considered analogous" A few values obtained by interpolation and extrapola~ion

are included and appear in parentheses.

Table 2

Trends of Alpha-Energies of "Comparable Nuclei" 0

if32 _ 5,,40 Pu238 _ 5,,60 em244 _ 5,,88
rf33 _ 4089 Pu239 _ 5,,24 em245 _ (507)
if34 _

4084 Pu240 _ 502 C 246 (5.6 ")m -
rf35

~ 4~63 Pu239
- 5.24

~241 _ 501
rf36 _ (406) Pu242 ~ (409 )
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One of the uses to which these correlations may be put is the prediction

of the nuclear properties of transcurium isotopes~

8 · 98246
Q I 9 248of element 9 18 or poss1b y 8 0

The lightest beta~stable isotope

2Ll6By following the trends noted 98 - and

98 248 might be predicted to have alpha-enercies of 6.8 and 6.6 l~v,respectivelyo The

correlations of half-lives of even~even isotopes as shovnn in Figure 6 allow one to

extrapolate to element 98 and predict alpha half-lives of a few days and about one

th t · 1 f th "t . 98246 d 98248mon , respec 1ve Yv or e 1SO opes an "

!lpha-Radioactivity in the Rare Earth Region,,-- It is probably a safe assump-
., .. '

tion to make that alpha-active isotopes of almost all elements in the upper half of

the periodic t~ble may be produced by removal of a sufficient number of neutronso A

possible pattern which such alpl~~emitters would follow has been suggested by Kohmanf19 )

In the region innnediately below lead the departure from the region of beta--stabili"bJ

in whioh alpha=decay ra~e becomes appreciable is not so great but tlmt the electron-

capture hal.f=lives allow one to observe the alpha-activityo The gqld and mercury

aluha-emitters would fall in this category and these are also analogous to the bismuth

alpha-emitters around mass number 2000 In lower regions of the periodic table 1~Lere

the general slope of the packing fraction curve is less favorable for alpha-emission

one might expect to find appreciable alpha-decay rates only at a sufficient degree of

ins1:ability toward electron capture or positron~decay that half=lives would be very

short and detection of alpha~decay difficul t. However!) if there should 'be a localized

region of steep slope in packing fraction tiLen a moderate degree of neutron deficiency

nnyenhance the effect suf.ficiently to produce readily observable alpba~'el1litterso

Just such a region has probably been found recently in this laboratory.

Thompson et al .. (23) have produced a number of al~Jha-active rare earths with

half~lives in the range from a few minutes to a few days and alpha~particle energies

in the range 402~3o1 ~~vo Although these activities have not been positively assigned.

it is likely that they belong to neutron deficient isotopes of gadoliniUffio terbiumD
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dy'spr'0siu:rno ~Dd holmium.') bU.t not samarium and lower rare eal'thso A most attractive

hypothe sis is that JGhese nuc',lei oW8their high potential toward alpha'~'emissian to t.'leir

position relative to the stable configuration of 82 neutrons just as the most energetic

alpha-particles in the hea-vy element region come from nuclei decaying to the vicinity

of 126 neutrons ,) The difference in the case of the rare earths is that these nuclides

will in almos't all cases lie outside of the limits of beta~stability on the neutron

defici ent side and the energies of alpha..~·enitters with 84 neutrons vrill b e re1atilrely

lower than those ','Irith 128 nc't.{trons because of the generally lower slope of the packing

fraction curV00 In, vi8'Vt of these considerations g it would seem likel;y that -the currentl;)T

discovered group of alpha,=emitters will include and cluster around such nuclides as

Gd
148 ~ 'f'I:b' 149 ~ Th,150 d ~I 151

"J.' ~ ~.i· "an- 1 0 0 ,Perhaps alpha=emission 'will not bo noted for isotopes

more than two rnf.l.SS units above Gdl48 Qud about four lTlS.SS units above llo151 0 One may

turn to some previously available data for confirm~tory evidence for ti1is pictureo

It has long been noted that 8m
146

!) although surely beta=stablcl) is missing in natural

samD.rium and pr'esumed to be an alpha..,emitter0 This would indicate tlv.:l.t sama.rium is

the only element in this region ror which an isotope with high alpha~energy falls

within the limits of beta'~stabiljtyo It would also be tempting to assign the long

lived alpha~emitter in natural san~rium to Sm
147

or Sm
148

on this picture but the best

152 (37)
direct evidenoe to date places the assignment at Sm 0

ALPHA-DECAY P~TE

On a simplified model of the alpha~decay process the al~Jha='particle is

considered to exist as an entity within the nucleus of its deca.y product and its

rate of emission is governed by the potential field of that nucleus 0 The faotors

which then determine the decay constant are the atomic number o the alpha~energy or

veIoclty and the nuclear radius 9 For a particular decay energy!) an i!lcrease in atomic

number dec:r>eases the decay constant and decrease in nuclear radius decreases the decay

constant through its effect in increasing the potential barr-iero The quant'Um mechanical
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(2 )
treatment for the decay prooess resulted in the well-known Gamow formula' , of which

there are a ynun'ber of :modifications and 'Was remarkably successful in explaining the

great sens:l tiyi ty of decay constant to decay energyo The effee: t of atomic number is

predicted to be much less striking and this is borne out by observatio:no Tlw nuclear

radius 'Jau-'rJ.ot be independently evaluat;ed with the accuracy required and the formula

has been used to caloulate the 1jeffeotive radius!l which therefore has become a catch-

all for any c:us.ntitativG shortcorning8 of the theoryo As it turned ou.t,<J i;ha J'Jeffective

radius;li unde.T.'goes rather' large changes departing from the A1/ 3
relationship by 25%

in some 08,13,1:':'>'; 0 One recognized factor in lengthening half~life v.rhich a.ppears in the

effective radius is che,nge in spin number in the decay processo However D It will be

seen that the [Jx'esent av-ailabilii;y of much new data has shown up a number of regularities

including broc.d classes of nuclei with abnormally long half=lives and these cannot be

explained by spirl changes~ R.ather v it is believed that the simplified ol1e'~body model

is inadequat;e in these cases and the process of creating the alpha~'particles is slower

in cermin rmclear 'bn)es 0 These nuclear types include those which have an odd nomber

of neutron,:'.? protons or both and in this sense alpha·-emission is forbidden in nuclei

pas sessing non·=zero spin beyond and independent of any effeot due to G pin change in the

decay proc8ss"

R.eferenoes to most of the data which have been used in these correlations

will b3 f'o'mId in the compilation already ci tedo (3)

and alpoo!=decs.y half~lives for all of the alpha=groups usedc Those which are not

covered in 1''8fenmCe 3 or for ".chich additional data are available are disc:u8sed in

The data in Table 3 are entered on a series of diagrams (Figures 6 v 7 D

8 9 and 9) in which the curves drawn are taken to represent the energy iTS" hali'=lifs

relation!::' for :n,on"'i'ol'bidden alDha-decay processeso These curves 9 as will be explained",

are defined by "(;he even~even nuclelo Other types are j) as a rule D comparatively for-

bidden jn theIr alpha=decay and the last column in Table 3 indicates the factor of departll..'t"e

betwe"m the obs91'vBd half~,life and the predicted half=life if the decay process were
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The men-Even NUGleio--· In Figure 6 are plotted the data for the even,-even

nuclei relating the half~lifG and energy in which lines or constant Z are shC'Jw'uo

1)I'i th minor irregularities th3 points fall on a series of parallel lines 0 There is

still sufficient lillcertainty in a few of the points which produce the irregularities

240 ~28 .(eog. Pu D if ) to allovl the possibility that the definition of the curves Il1i:l;Y

be even better when the measurements have been refined.

Of the known even·~even nuclei only Po210" Po208 D Po206» a.nd Po204 fall

sharply out of line with others and for reasons which will appear below they have been

entered on another plot (Figure 9) 0 It is probable that these species and/or their

decay prodw~·ts have abnormally low nuclear radii as compared with the heaviest poloniuIll

isotopes and most isotopes of higher elements 0 These are the poloniwn isotopes which

in Figure 1. can be seen to lie in the region following the sharp break in the Il1i:lSS

number vSo energy curve and as 1'{ould be expected the half-life vs 0 energy relation

also shows a discontinuity. However.') even taking into account the decreased decay

energy these isotopes have abnorrrelly long 11alf-lives 9 another reflection of the shrink-

age in nuclear radius is this region. Those will be discussed further beloYf vrhere

other isotopes with abnormally long half-life are considered.

Throughout the remainder of this paper these curves for the even~'even nuclides

form a baseline for comparison of tho half-life energy rela.tionships of other nuclear

types. This fa.mily of cur-ves .• in form and without regard to nuclear type.9 falls

directly out (,f the quantitative treatment of the alpha-deca.y process in which t.r~e

parameter ,~ is held cons tant for each curVB and nuclear radius is assumed to be a

smoothly varyLlg function of mas S l11..unbero

h 1 d 1: 1 ·, ··b B th'" t (38)as a rea y ;88n app led y e1'" 81.0-

This method for treating alphe.-decay data

d B
" (39)

an r lswas who attempted to fit all

nuclear types tc' the curves 0 In 1at or discussions in this paper it vIill be seen that

rather good quo.ntitative agreement may be brOUGht a-bout be-tl'V'eenthese data for the

even~even nuclides and the Gamow formula by making reasonable assumptions for nuclear
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::"adius <) In th6 immediately following sec.tions it will be seen that nuclear types

other than EI\T0rJ,,,even do net fall on this family of curves 0

The posit ion of the curve for polonium isoto'~es in Figure 6 is worthy of

note " t' . °d f' +.h 1 1 L" th J P 212 d "bl P 214Sluce ,ru.ere 1.S eVl ence rom J e ca~cu a 'olons - a c .0 an pOSSl, Y (; are

showinc; the effect of decrease in nuc138.r radius y,rhieh lenc;thEms the half-life and

v/hieh beoomes pronounced faY' P0210 and lighter polonium isotopes. To this extent we

have been inconsistent in placing the baseline curve for poloniuIll throuch these points

(Po
212 214),and Po to

A:o im.portant part of the discussion in following sections on the nuclides

with odd nucleons is the part which fine structure plays in the degree of prohibition

of alpha-deG8.~lo There is an important distinction in this respect. bebveen the

even~even nu(:,:1.ei and all others" There are three vlel1 defined cases of fine structure

among the even,",eV811 nuclides and wi thin the degree of reliability of the experimental

data all groups fa.l1 on the curves of Figure 60 That is to saYfJ the partial alpha

h ]f 1 " f ., .J-. f'· of +:11e nucll"des R,,226. rm....
230CIo) and TI1228 (RdTh)a . ~ ,1.ves ,or tue uNO groups 0 eaen u <>. J.ll~

are '::hat woul.d 'be expec.ted for the respective energies of the groupso It will. be seen

that for nu(~lides vlith odd nucleons there is a pattel'D of pr()hibition of' alpha-decay

in which the ground state traDsi tion is the most highly forbiddeno

,~~o-~ 'liilen the points for nuclei of even Z and odd number of

neutrons are entered on a half-life vs" energ~T plot it is found that almost all lie

significantly abov-e the cur'ves fer the respective elements as determined b;y the

nuclei with even number of neutronso Theso are shown in Figure 7 in 1711.ieh the even-

odd nuolei are indicated by ,their symbols while the reference lines are curves for the

even-even D.1.lc;lai based on those in Figure 60

Of" especia.l interest al'e a number of cases in >'rhich the eve:oc,odd nuclei emit

two or more alpha-groupso For these the partial alpha half~li}e2 ha.ve been calculated

(Te.ble 3) and plotted with the appropriate energy values 0 It will be noted that in

such cases one or more of the shorter range groups are less forbidden by the criterion
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adopted than is the alpha.... group of the ground state transition. A gra phia illustration

_ 229
of this effe·.:;t is seen in the three alpha-groups of Tn in which comparison with the

curve of Figare 6 for the even-even thorium isotopes shows that the 501.4 l.iBv group

(ground state transition) is 350·-fold forbidden while the 5.04 Mev and 4084 l'k:Jv groups

are respectively 45·-fold and 3-fol.d forbiddeno All of the other cases of' fine structure

1 1 h229. h t d .are qualitative y simi .ar to that of T ~n t e sense tha the groun state transitJ.on

it; most highly forbidden and a low energy group may be rela tively non-forbidden.

It is signifi0ant that all of the even-odd nuclei (that can be prepared in a

state of purity which permits examination) may have important non-ground state transi-

tions 8.8 evidenced either by direct observation of the alpha-groups or by the appearance

of gamma-radiation in high abundance.
229 .

The case of Th ~n the 4n + 1 fandly, for

which three alpha-groups have been measured f has already been mentioned and in this

. 227(. ) 223( )category of well defined multiple fine structure also he Th RdAc. f Pea. AcX 9

and Em2l9 (An) of the actinouranium family.

Because of the abnorm>lly long partial alpha half-·lives of tho ground

state tlransitions of the even-odd nuclei cited it is reasonable to suppose that there

a1"e other cases in 1,'[hich the ground sta. te transitions have not been observed o There

was good reason t.o suspect that if35 vms an example of this behavior as a gamrna-ray

of 160 I(ev was found in high abundance and hence presumably in cascade with the only

ohserved alpb.a-group (see AppendiX for references and details)., We ha v-e now found a

group in 10 :: 1% abundnnce corresponding to the ground state transition which in

un~eparated or partially separated ~35 is obscured by the u2 34 alpha-particle (see

Appendix) 0 A consequence of th3se observations is that while the 4.48 TEev transition

is somewhat grea·ber than 10~fold forbidden f the ground state transition (4.64 Mev) is

1000-fold forbiddeno In view of these findings a re-evaluation of the specific activity

and half~life of v2 35
is in order especially since the half-life is involved in cal-

culations of the age of ~he ear~lo
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~~35, ." .15fith the beh8.vior of U In mmd It VIould be interesting to examine the

relation of' tll'3 gamiI1B.rr3.diation Lothe alpha-·partioles of other 8ven·-odd nuclei of
,,~(, .') 'Z3

whi oh Ptt,)~, and ltV may serve as examples 0 It may be that here too the observed

alpha~pa.rtJ.cle3·do not correspond to the ground state tran::::i tions and th:3.t the ground

f'"'33 239
Both l and I'll have as sC}'.:~iated gamrna-

radiation in moderate abundanee but it is not yot lmO'lJrJ. whether such transitions are

in cascade wit:h the observed alpha-particleso Some indirect evidenee to lond further

support to the V:10'W that the observed alpha-particles do not represent ground state

transitions is obtained from Figures 1 and 70 From Figure 1 it ma~r be seen that

239 -2.33 " 223 .1- 1...._ ~., h d " .Pu DUD ana Ha. appear \,0 ILhVG abnor:w.aLly .tOW alp a~ eoay energ:ws I) the. t lS,

their decay ene:cgieE as shown al'"e little greater than their respective higher isotopes

The inference mlr:;ht follow that to these energies should be

_235 241
added SOfl8 gam~~-ray energies as has been done for U- and Am ~ From FiglJ.re '7 it

may be see:ri that with respeot to half-life vSo energy relationship the o1Jserved Pu
239

1_,> • '.. b~ t L1 h t (. ) f .235 _.233 0 ha.lpw:1.=partHH.e is compara 1e o (,11e s" or range ,:mEnn group 0 'U' and (r lS muc

1 h h · f",,229 h"loth",1~" 1h £p223 1'1ike t e s.ortest range group 0 l.h W l'J • to ",nown a p a-groups (\ , .i£t are J. re

the shorter ran!c groups oi'ih
227

0 From these relationships of Figure '7 D one might

" , D.. 239 -:'.33
infer tha:1; tht:; gl"o'C\nd 3mte trans l bons of ru and u are more highly forbidden

as are the corresp,.mding groups of their decay products. The significance of the

half-life V'So sner'gy :l:'e18.tionship in the case of fine str'J,CGure in alpha=decay will be

discussed further 'Oe101l11'0

"'t "L" t l' F 7 t' . P 213 d 215 +> 11 h,l,. 'ilL". be no .ec In 'J.gure nat; (; en Po .La. on t.8 polonium

curve and herws ','!ould appear to be cases of unprohibi ted alpha-decayo Before ac.cepting

these as e::::cept.lons one must consider th[~i:; the baseline in ti1is region o.f the polonium

curvo is ds£'in,e:d b;y- P0212 and P0214 and that these nuclei are themselves prohibited due

to shrinkag;t3 in :0.;;:01.0ar radius (see sect.io::'. on Quanti fa tive Tre~of_2~}'pha_Deeay)..

..", 0 "j... ,., '1".1- 1 -, ",'11"" _,.<".,.L'. ., 'P._. 213 . ..." D 215.Lner6 1..8 a.1-S0 tJ..Le poss"10i lv:! tJ.li3.t the ()'oS(:3r'\Te(~t r...... _r.- .. na 1.-.J.::1..l vloles Gf -v <-3LJ.,Q. .LO
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do not represent ground state transitions t>

The half-lives for these types are plotted

in Figure 8 in which the same referonce lines for the even-even nuclei are shown as in

FiGures 6 and '7 t> Interpolated bebveen these curves are broken lines to represent the

positiohs whi0h the isotopes of cdd Z elements would have if their alpha~decay rates,

like the even-even nuclei a were not forbidden. It is seen that almost invariably

these types are forbidden and that the odd-odd species show greater dep9.rtures from

their curves than do the odd-even oneso The quantitative. bases for these generalizations

may be found in Table 30

Por the odd-even species there is reason to doubt that the departures from

1:;he reference curves as shown in Table 3 and Figure 8 give a true picture of the for-

bidden character of the ground state transitions since» as has already appeared for the

even~odd spec ies D it is not certain that the observed alpha-particles represent tJ18se

transi tions 0 For example» the measured alpha~particIe of 5.4:8 LJev for A:m
241 almost

surely does not correspond to the total decay energy since there is four~d a camma-ray

of 62 Kev ill. higb abu...'l'J.dance e If D a.s seems likelYa there should be an unobserved alpha-

group of 5052t. Nevo then it must have a vory long partial half·~life and its enlission is

hie;hly forbidden" How many others of the odd-even type exhibit the same behavior as

~_241 0 ,

.n..lll J.B not KnO-v'J'no

There are tvvo recognized cases of fine structure in alpha~decay among the

odd-even nucleio T 231 221hese are Fa and Fr 0 In both instances the 1avfer energy group

F 221
is the less highly forbidden» in fact» tho 6005 Mev group for r does not appear

to be prohibited"

In examining the data for the oclcl~e\ren nuclei in Table 3 it may be noted

that a large fraction of the partial al~la half-lives are calculated from very rare

alpha...branching of predominant electron capture decay processeso There is considerable

uncertainty in estimating the number of electron=capture events fuld the experience

in this labore-toY'"lJ has indioated that it is most likely that they are unde.restima tedo
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This means that tho true partial. a1lJha half-lives are probably longer than has been

tentatively acceptedo

The single example of an odd~even nucleus for which both energy and alpha

half~life should be reliable 1,'1hich is not forbidden is At
217

0 There is no apparent

1 t o f ' t ' . tOt t h 1 1 1 .1" t 21 '7 . t' .exp ana ~onor illS eXGep ~on 0 e genera., ru e un ess~' lS ana ,her ease ~:r:i

which the ground state transition is not measuredo

It is a.pparent from the fe'i; examples of odd-odd species th·'3t alpha~emi3sion

in this type is forbiddeno With the reserw.tions necessary because of uncertainties•

in data as already discussed it is prohab18 that odd~odd nuclei are mora highly for-.
bidden in their alpll8.=decay than are the even-odd and odd-even types 0

!pec~al Forbidden Speci,es 0-- The special significance of this group plotted

in Figure 9 will be discus sed belov1!" Inc1uded are all known bismuth a Ipha.'=emitters and

isotopes of franciumv emanatioD g asu~tiDo9 and polonium with 126 or fewer neutronso

In the case cf polonium this group includes several isotopes of the 8ven-,even type and

as already discussed should probably include Po 212 and Po 214.

E2~~ss<ion of Forbidden Alpha.-·Dec~o-- From the data shown in Fic·;urGS

69 7 and 8 it sElem;s to be a &;on-2r3.1 condition in alpha-radioactivity that nud.ei with

an odd neutrOllll proton or both show for'bidden decs..y e.3 compared with the evon-even

nuclei 0 ThiiCi is particularly true of -bho ground state transitions in those cases in

'which more than one alpr.La=group 11<'.1.3 been measuredo '.Vhcre several alpha~'groups are

mea"lUred.!l the groun.d state trans ition is nost hi,e::hly forbidden and one or more of the

shorter range groups is much less forbiddeno In contrast,!) the few cases of fine

structure in eve.n~·oven nuclides indicate no prohibition for either group so that the

partial a1llJ.la ha1f=1.i\:es Clorrespond to the r'3spective alpha~enGrGieso

According to the (}amow theory a factor which prohibits a Ipl19.<~deGay is spin

change in the transition and of course any disoontinuity in nuclear radiuS' in the

direction of abnormally low nuclear radius will appear as prohibited alpha.-·decay if the

?]2 _ 212 "t211oondi tioD is not roecogniz.ed 0 There is reason to believe t:}la tErn'" . D liT D l\. 1)
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polonium isotopes of W:J.ss 214 and less ,9 and pcc:rhaps all of the bismuth isotopes show

the effect of shrinkage of nuclsD.r radius 9 However 9 it is unreasonable 8180 to attribute

an important effect of nuclear radius to all of the heavier nuclides with odd protons

and neutrons sinc89 if anythinCD these spceies should Elxhibit some-what greater radii

than neighboring even~even isotopeso It is also not possible to explain the genel'al

abnormal half-lives of these t}~es by means of spin changes 0

According to the Gamo,:v fOl~illul.a.tion the spin dependence is suoh that in order

to explain alpha=decay abnormally long by a factor of 10 it would be neoessary to

invoke a spin change of about 5 unit,s 0 YfhHe such large spin chan[';6s have been ob-

s:erved in beta transitions in which an odd-odd nucleus decays to an even~even type

it would be unreasonable to expect such large changes.l> particularly as a general con-

ditiono in the case of alpha~decay in which parent and daughter nuclei are of the same

vJPeo In additionD considering a decay series such as the (4n + 1) or (4n + 3)

series in which virtually all members show a1Jl1ormal decay Gonstants it would be

necessary to postulate a,lternation of large and small spin numbers differing by several

units each in proceeding down the decay chains 0 In one case of alpha~decaY9 namely

that of if35 D tn,s spin numbers of the ground sta-tes have been measuredo For if35 a

;." j:') '. (40). 231 j: (41)value of 5;2 (or 7 2 was obtalned whlle for Fa a value of 3 2 was measured ,

thus indicating a spin change of 1 or 2 units in the transition. In order to acco~~t

~235
for prohibition of the ground state transition of U- b~ spin change alone it would be

necessary that there be a change of about 10 u'-1itso

SinGe presen t al}lha~decay theory does not explicitly account for the forbidden

transi tiona in all of the broad ea tegories in which they are obServed a quali ta,tive

modificati on is suggested 'lvhich is not out of harmony 'wi th the Gamow and Condon~Gurnay

theoryo An examination of t..he G';.<JT10'W i'onnula shows it to cons ist of vrIO parts 3 an

exponential term descri bing the barrier penetration and a coefficien'l:; before the

exponential ter.m which is a s101'lly varying function and has been tak8D to be a constant.
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This rna..y be ·\'[.dtt,:m in the fO:rllU

Here A is the CJ.ecay constants C is the ooefficient mentiOYl8d and v, Z aDd :r are the

alpha-particle velocity.!> the atomic number and the effectiv(; nuclear radwsc The

constant C :may be ·thought of as related to the frequ,:mcy with which an alpha~particle

in the parent rlUcleus encounters the potential barrier and numerically approximates

the reciprocal of the lengt:h of time H; takes the aloha-particle to (:ross nuclear

dimensions 0 't.b.lE> model makes the tacit B.ssumption that the alpha oo particle which is

emitte d has been fo rmed in the nuc leas and that there is no prohibitlon toward as semb-

ling its components in anyone nucleus as compared with any ethero It is here that

we suggest that the effect of an odd nucleon m."kes itself felt in slowing the assembly

of an alpha.-particle 0 The odd nucleon.!> prosumarJly the one in the high()st quantum

state.!> must be a component of the ernitted alpha-particle if the alpha'-particle is to

leave the nucleus with full kinetio energy'; as a re8ult it must l)air with a lower

lying nucleon of anti-parallel spin and perr;.a.ps in addition one or more of' the rew.ining

nuc leans ll1E.y have to change quantum stntes 0 If we assume that those proces<sos require

apprecia.b18 time we have the basis for f'orbiddel1 decay in nuclei v:rith odd nucleons ~

By the same token two odd nucleons should in general prohibi t Dlpha~decay more than

single odd nucleons and this would be borne out by compa"ison of the addeo·odd nuclei

with the odd-even or even-odd types in Table 3 and FiGures 7 and 80 It would also

follow from these ideas that in all of the forbidden clas:ses lower energy alpha-groups

might compete with or supplant the ground state trEl.l1si tlon since the lower lying

nuc loons are mc,re likely to be paired and in any case should not be 80 prohibited in

their assembly into an alpha-particle 0 As is observed g those groups should be less
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The abnormality in the half-life vS o energy relationships for Po 210 and all

of the naturally occurring bi smuth isotopes as compared with other alpha-endtters has

been pointed out a number of times and the effect has been attributed to a sudden

shrinkage of nuclear radius in these species. It is worthwhile to attempt to correlate

such abnormalities in nuclear dimensions as evidenced by alpha-decay properties with

the new ideas on stable configurations in nuclear structure. For un&~biguous inter-

pretation in a region of rapidly changing nuclear radius bridged by an alpha-decay

event it would be necessary to decide whether the increased barrier from a shrunken

nucleus may be asribed to the parent or daughter nucleus. In the one-body model the

alpha-particle is considered to be a body moving within the decay product nucleus and

the barrier to which it is subjected is that of the decay product. This would mean,

as an exampleD that the alpha-decay of bismuth isotopes is forbidden because the

thallium decay products have abnormally low nuclear radii. It is probable that this

model is not adequate and that the nucleus responsible for the potential barrier is

a hybrid betvleen parent and daughter nuclei.

As already mentioned all of the naturally occurring isotopes of bi smuth

shoW very highly forbidden alpha-decay ranging from several hundred-fold to several

thousand-fold above the baseline curve. Part of this may now be attributed to odd

nucleons in bismuth isotopes, but there is still a considerable degree of prohibition

presumably due to nuclear radi us effects 0 I f we take a representative departure from

the baseline curve as a factor of 500 and attribute 10 or 20 of this to odd nucleons,

there is left a factor of 50 or 25 for the effect of decrease in nuclear radius.

According to the Gamow formula a shrinkage of about 10% could account for a fifty-

fold increase in half-life. In the following section are discussed more fully some

of the quantitative aspects of alpha-decay theory and here it will be seen that there

is good agreement with the theory for even=even nuclei except the lighter even-even

. 212 210 208isotopes of polonlUill p Po 9 Po 3 and Po • In these cases we attribute the entire

prohibition of alpha-emission to nuclear radius effects since other even-even nuclides
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removed from the region of 82 protons and 126 neutrons show rather good agreement.

210 208
For Po and Po , the degree of prohibition is such that a postulated shrinkage

of almost 10% is necessary to account for it. Since the bismuth isotopes when divested

of the effects of odd nucleons show similar prohibition it is only necessary to

postulate nuclear shrinkage of the same order, namely, 10% or 1essG

With regard to the n~v highly neutron deficient bismuth alpha-emitters

it is not pas sible to say whether there is any trend away from that noted for the

heavy bismuth ~lpha-emitters because the branching ratios be~qeen alpha-emission

and electron capture are not known accurately and the calculated alpha half-lives

shown in Table 3 must be CallS idered only as rough approxiIP..ations. The two-minute

period assigned to Bi197 is anI:>, about IO-fold forbidden if it decays mainly by

alpha-emis siono There is no evidence on this point s howevero On the other hand

the best measured alpha-brancl1ing of 25-min. Bi
199

shows its alpha-decay to be

highly forbidden. In attributing and explaining these effects for bismuth in

terms. of stability of closed shells in nueleD.r structure perhaps the best that

can be done at present is to say that there is abnorrro.lly strong bindjng energies

of one or more protons before the closed shell 82 and that for neutrons there are

high binding energies for a sizeable number before 1260

With the marked retardation of alpha-decay for bismutil isotopes one might

expect that lead isotopes (2 = 82) would accentuate ti<is trendo As a matter of fact

no lead alpha-activity has been observed even for highly neutron deficient species

in corresponding position to the light bismuth isotopes in "which alpha-activity

does again manifest itselfo This might receive adequate explanation by assuming

low decay energy for lead isotopes but in addition there could be extremely long

half-li"~s for the decay energiesc It is perhaps significant of the position of

lead that Thompson et al (23) have observed alpha-activity aGain when this region
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has been crossed, that is, for highly neutron deficient species of gold (Z :::: 79)

and mercury (Z = 80) 0

Besides the bismuth isotopes there is another class that seems to be for-

bidden in alpha-decay for reasons of abnormal nuclear radius 0 These are the polonium

211 212
isotopes of mass 210 and lower, At -- and Em -

that all of these have 126 neutrons or lesso It will be noted that these are

the nuclei in Figure 1 tho.t show a sharp departure in the mass number vs energy

regularities of the heavier isotopeso In this region even the even-even nuclei

appear to be forbidden in their alpha-decay.

In Figure 3 an attempt has been made to demarcate ~1e regions of abnormal

nuclear stability. For this purpose use was made of ~ro observations, naDBly~

Blat all bismuth isotopes Sh~l a high degree of prohibition in alpha-decay and

tho. t all nuclides with 126 or less neutrons also shm'! this property. The implica-
,

tion of the abnormally long half-lives in both cases is that there are discontinui-

ties in nuclear radiuso With regard to nuclei having 126 neutrons or lessD it

seems fairly clear that there is a region below 126 neutrons in which nuclear

binding varies only slightly but that as this neutron number is exceeded there is

a sharp decrease in binding energy. This effect shows up as a maximum al~la-energy

for a nucleus wi th 126 neutrons which decays to one with 126 neutrons as is ~1e

f B· 211 P 212 d b 1 At21 3 d 1 0 h 1 0 fIt L 0 1case or ~ 9 0 an presuma y an l~g er nue Ol 0 t1e ypeo ~~ewise

nuclei with 126 neutrons and Ie ss ha ve low al pha-energy, a nel ·what is of equal

importance 9 the half-lives are abnormally long for tile alpha-energieso If several

neutrons beyond 126 are bound relatively weakly then the alpha-decay energies of

nuclei with 127 neutrons should be between ~1ose with 126 and 123 neutrons because

the alpha-particle here carries off one neutron which is fir;-;uy bOl.-md and one

1':hich is loosely boul1do This would accovnt for the observed alpha-energy of P0211

(Ace!) &'1d leads to the prediction of that for At212 as sho1'rn in Figure 1.. Another

effect should be observed for these nuclides, namely» the highl;y forbidden nature
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of alpha-decay so prominent for nuclei with 126 and less nuclei should begin to

show upo For P0211 this ll!ould lead to the prediction that the half-life might be

as long as 50 milliseconds, some ten-fold greater tlmn that predicted presumably

from the Geiger-Nuttall relations. (42)

This di scuss ion of the effect of 126 neutrons on the enerGY surface

probably applies equally well to the proton number 82 but in this case the almost

total absence of measurable a lpha-deoay potential im.mediately below bismuth makes

any speculation of dubious value. However, the discussion of the effect on

alpha-decay of one nucleon beyond a closed shell as applied above with scanty data

to the neutron number 127 has more abundant examples in the proton nurrber 83.

All of the alpha-energies of bismuth isotopes are sharply l~wer than those of

polonium as compared with the displacement between sucoeeding elements and the

deoay rates show a degree of prohibition beyond that expeoted for nuclides with

odd nucleons 0

Quantitative Treatment of Alpha Decav.-- From preceding discussions it
r

seems obvious that if tb.ero is to be quantita.:ive agreement beiJI'1een experimental

data and existing theory tlli~ t thtis agreement can only come for the even-even nuclides.

*Preliminary calculations with these indicate that agreement is indeed good over

a wide range of mass number and atomic numbero Thus the shape and spacing of the

curves shown in Figure 6 are reproduced rather faithfully by the single body

theory of alpha-emission as has already been indicated by Biswas(39) and others

who have in addition attempted to fit all nuclear types on the same curves.

Since the nuc lear radius is the only parameter in the formula vvhich is

not known it is temptinG to use curve fitting for the e"ven-even nuclides as a

means of determining a function which will describe the nuclear radiu.s in the

heavy element region. Ho comprehensive computations have yet been made,but preliminary

attempts would indicate that the simple function r = 1048 Al /
3
.l0-l3 cm, will fit

* We wish to thank 1~. T. J. Ypsilantis for making most of the computations referred
to here.
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the data better than a function such as this with 8_n additive term to express the

radius of the alpha-particle or the range of its forces as has been suggested~43,44)

One may calcuJa te conversely the explicit val ue for the nuclear radius for each

even-even nuclide which is necessary to give the observed value for the decay

constant and to determine the deviation of each such radius from the rule 9 r =

em" In about a dozen SUcll calculations for nuclides from emanation

to curium, the m'}an deviation encountered was about l)~ 1'1, ich is cons idered good

agreement when it is considered that often uncerta.inties in alpha-energy are

reflected by greater differences in nuclear radius. Refinement of energy measure-

ments and correlation of more extensive data will show whether there are trends

away from this simple formulation for nuc lear radius.

Calculations of nuclear radius have also been made for six of the even-

even isotopes of polonium for which reliable decay energies and half-lives are

available"
, 210

It has long been apparent in the decay of Po and possible all

bismuth isotopes that a shrink3.ge in nuclear radius is at play in lengthening

the half-lives" In the case of the bismuth isotopes we must attribute part of

the prohibition to the general effect of odd nucleons, part possibly to spin

changes and part to nuclear radius effects. However, for the even-ev~n polonium

isotopes any appreciable prohibition should be ascribed to the abnormality of

nuclear radius" In the single body theory of alpha-decay it is assLuned tlli,t the

nuclear radius in effect is that of the alpha-decay producto In the case of polonium

alpha-emitters one would -then be "measuring" the nuclear radii of the corresponding

lead isotopeso Vlliether or not there is any meaning in ascribing -the parameter

of distance in alpha-decay explici~J to the radius of the product nucleus D it

is almost certain that the binding energy and hence radius of the product nucleus

is an important factor in tbe energy vs half-life relationshipo For the decay

of polonium isotopes, one may attribute prohibition of alpha-decay to shrunken

nuclear radii of the lead daughter isotopes associated with the stable configura

212tion of 82 protonso For Po and lighter isotopes B ~~e decay products Imve 126
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or Ie ss neutrons ,and this should increase further the prohibition because of the

• further decrease in effective nuclear radius. Finally, if VIe assume th2,t the

radius of the parent nucleus is likffi7ise a determinative factor in the effective

radius for alpha-emission, polonimn isotopes of m.ass nUY:lbcr 210 and 10YIer should

have s~ill more highly forbidden alpha-decay since the parent nuclei also have

126 neutrons or less. It is interesting to note that the calculated rac~ii :1:'01'
I

th9 even-even polonium isotopes deviate in the :m8.rner G:Arpected from radii deter

mined by the simple A1/
3 function. While the P0218 radius is found tobo 10vI by

.,. 216 214 212 210 208 .'
only 1.4;0 the lsoto',es Po , Po , Po , Po and Po shmv devla tl0ns

respectively of 2.1;;';', 2.8/~, 5.5/b, 8.1% and 900%.

It ma;)' be mentioned that further dissociat-ion of factors which effect

the nuclear radius ~ny be obtained from obsel~tions on nuclides such as Em
212

•

Here both parent 8.nc1 daughter nuclei have 126 or less neutrons but the daughtors

l~~ve 84 protons rather than the 82 for the daughters of poloniltm i~otopes. It

ii:ill be noted tIn t, porhal)s fortui tiously, Em
212

is less forbidden than is Po210

208
and Po •

This wOl'k VJaS perf'ormed at the Radiation Laboratory, university of

California, Berkeley, California under tho auspices of the Atomic EnarD' Cor:nission.
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Table 3

Departure*
Factor

Al rho.
Half-Life

S2 yrs

150 days

2.7 yrs

20.8 days

9
4:. 51xl0 ~'rs

5
2.35xlO yrs

70 ;;rrs

1.39x1010 yrs

30.9 nin

12 min

38 soc

:).700 4
1.8xIO

5105 sec

0.019 sec

"-"10 days

0.158 sec

rv30

roJ 6000 ;/1' S

0.8

>C.8

;V 0.03

rJl

:~rrs

26.8 d30's

92 yrs

(30 5 hr

9
4.51xl0 yrs

70 yrs

9.3 m.in

L39xl0
10

30.9 min

38 sec

1. 90 yTS

3.64 days

1622 yrs

0.019 sec

54.5 sec

0.158 sec

3.05 min

rv GOOD yrs

Alpha Enarcies and lfu1f Lives

Alpha
Branching
liD.tia

091
.09

0.::"0
0.20

0.28

Alpha
lJuoleus Energy':

,

em242
6.18

em240
6.37

Pu
240

502

Pu
238 5060

Pu236 5485

Pu
234 6.26

if38 4.25

if34 4.84

if32 5.40

J30 5096

J28 6.83

Th
232 4.05

Th
230 o 4.68

I 4.61

Th228 o 5.52
I 5.43

Th
226

6.41

Ra226 o 4.88
I 4.68

R 224 5.73~a

Ra
222

6.62

Em
222 5.59,!;

Em
220

6.39

213 7025Em

Po
218

6.12

216
6.89Po

* Factor by 'Nhich mensured half-life is greater than vf',l ue for same Z and
off curves defined by even-even nuclides.

E taken
a
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Table 3 (cont.)

De po.rture *
Factor

Alpha
Half-Life-------

Alpha
Bran c }:ing
Ratio

1J3asured
Ihlf-Life

Abundance
of a Group

Alpha
EnergylJuc 1eus

7083 1.S:x:10-1 sec

-73.0)[10 sec

-41.5xlO sec

-7
3.0xl0 sec

5.1 (c8.1c.)

1.48
0.10
0.80

".v 10 ;;rrs

87.07:;;10 vr 7. 1 XIO: yr
7.7:dC yr

9

4

1000
13

t133

U
231

rf29

Th
229

1.90

5.6(cst)

6.53

() 5.11
I 5001

II 4.94

0.1
0.2
0.7

5
1.6xl0 yr

,t.2 da.ys

58 min

7000 yr

-5
67J.O

0.2

5
1. G:::10 yr

200 yr

5 Ill'

JI_
7xlO- ;;1'
3·R:dO O= -:lr
lOX Y1'

2

·10

9

350
45

3

6.68 7.8 min

0 5.82 0.55 11.2 days
I 5071 0.36

II 5.63 0.90

6.83 31 sec.

0 6094 0.83 3.92 sec
T 6. G8 0.085-"-

II 6.56 0.085

7.88 10-3 sec

300

lOG

8:3 dr:.ys

nrJ clG.Y· s 10.j •..)

1?/1. da3rs 8~ -
7..1:5 df'.ys 25

0.9 8.7 r.1in 5

20.2 do.ys 10
31 dn~/s 4:
J»l d8.;/:3 G

31 sec. 7

/107 sec 11
~G sec 10
.'1 r:- sec 3'..:0

1/1-3 sec 4 (?)v

18.6 d0.20
0.038
0.25
0.038
0.013
0.025
0.0J.3
0.20
0.038
0.15
0.025

o 6.16
I 6.13

II G.10
III 6.02.

IV 6.03
II 5097

VI 5.92
VII 5087

VIII 5084
u: 5.82

X 5077

225
Th.

n 223J.m

,..., 221
Ll.D.
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Table 3 (cont. )

Alpha
Alpha Abundance M::msured Branching Alpha Departure*

Nucleus Energy of a Group Balf-Life Ratio Half-Life Factor

Po215 7.50 -3
AJ 1 (?) -3 11.83xl0 sec 1. 8x10 sec

Po213 8.49 -6 -6
14xlO sec 4xlO sec

Odel-even species

Am
241 I 5.58 490 yr 490 yr 2

Am239 5 ..87 12 hr 10-4 13 .. 7 Y1' 3 (?)

Np237 4.85 6 62.2xl0 yr 202xl0 yr 4

Np235 5xl0-5 4
4 (?)5.15 435 days 2.5xl0- yr

1Jp233 5.65 35 min 10-5 10 yr 1.0(?)

Pa231 o 5.10 0.87 4 4
403.43xl0 yr 3.95xl05 yr

I 4082 0.13 2064xl0 yr 5

Pa229 5.79 1.5 days 0.01 150 days 3 (?)

Pa
227 6.57 38 min 0.8 50 l:-dn 6

Ac
227 5.04 21.7 yr 0.012 1810 yr 7

Ac225 5.90 10.0 du;y's 5

Ac 223 6.76 2.2 min .-vl(?) 2.2 min 7

Fr221 6.45 4.8 min "'-" 1 (?) 408 min 5

Fr219 7.44 0.02 sec 0.02 sec 3 (?)

At
217 7.15 0.021 sec "-./ 1 (?) 0.021 sec 1

At 215 8.15 10-4 sec "-./1(?) 10-4 4 (?)sec

Odd-odd Species

Am
242 5.4(calc) 5

20 (1)rV 2xl0 yrs

Pa230 5.5(est) 17.7 days -5
250 (?)3.5xl0 1400 :rrs

228
6.20 22 h1's '"'-' 0002 A../ 50 day"S 150 (?)Fa

Pa226 6.93 1.7 min r.Jl(?) 10 7 min 6

Ao
224 6.28 2.9 hrs 001 29 Ill'S 40
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Table 3 (cant.)

Nucleus
Alpha
Energy

Abundance l~asured

of a Group Ifulf-Life

Alpha
Branching Alpha Departure*
Ratio Half-Life Factor

6081

7094

2705 sec

10~3 sec

2705 sec

-310 sec

13

10

Specially forbidden sp3cies
(Bismuth isoinpes and others with 126 neutrons or less)

Bi
214 o 5061

I 5055
0 0 45
0.55'

19.7 min
, _4

4xl0 - 76 da~rs

63 days
400
150

Bi
213

Bi
212

5097

o 6.20
I 6016

IV 5070

0.27
0.70
0.011

47 min

60.5 min

0.02

0.337

39 hr

11 hr
4.3 hr
272 hr (ll .3d)

350

1000
600
150

? >2 min

-7 4
~3xlO 5xlO yr

rJ 2x10-5 2 yr

Bi
210

Bi
199

'[).197
lJ~

o 6.74
I 6.38

4.86

5.58

0.84
0.16

2.16 min

5.0 days

25 min

2 min

0.997 2.6 min
1305 min

700
150

104 (?)

3000(?)

>10(?)

23 min ? 23 min 10

.", 212

.J:ir 6.37 19 min .5 38 min 16 (?)

0.40 19 hr

138 dClYS

>).9 200 yrs

6(?)

50(?)

50

30

30

150

400( ?)

10005 yrs

7 yr

3 yr

90 days

1 mo.

-4
,.-.v 10

3 yr

138 days

7.5 hr

200 yr

5.7 hr

9 days

4.3 min

4 hr

5002

5.40

6.00

5.24

5.45

At
211

Fo
2IO

Po
209

Po
20S

Po
207

Po
206

Po204

Au<"190
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APPEIJDrl:

Hate[) ane Comme nts on Iudividual Activities

]'[ost of' tb.e data used in this paper liny be found :~n tho compilation

"Table of Isotopest'l (~5) 0 How,~ver there are a n1)...'Ilbe:c of n")"\'; ic;otJpes not covered

e::planation in order to indicate the roliai'Jility for the PUl';::,OSO used here ..

hr. half~lif0o It lS also surely unstable 1Hith r3s")ect',~o electron capture

(see Table 1) branohing has not been detcnninedi t is probable

that the TI":'·:'.suro~:. 1nlf-·1if'8 is essentially th:".t of' the eloctron cnpture process~

As a result +11i3 :i.sotopo 1N8.S not included in Figure 6 as p.o.rt or the correlo.tions

of tn.\? eVf3rl-·,.. e'V'8fi sr:{~ciesc

2·10em 'rhis isctope of ourium is f),lso predicted to be ul1..Btablc toward

electron c3;::tureo IIow,~c::rD the branching 1'01' this mode of decay has been shown(45)

to be less than 20,s so th..s.t little error is introduced in i:,lottinc the measured

half-life 3.S tl18 alpha-decay half-life 0

discovered

TIlis is a long-lived al pha-emitto:c of 5078 lEev al.l)ha-energ;'l

(~- h) 2,Ac l
l'lw:-:lson \._~ from -the irr'ldiation of Am J~ 1'1it11 38 T.lev helium

ionG (J Thompson suggests alternate mass number' assic;r::.mcnb:; s
~">±3 244

Cm and Cm ~ and

ll'rom yield consjdel'rctions involving

?L1 tl
the assignment to Gm" is favored here from some detailed considerations in the

! 4-5 "curiwn isotopes. \- j

considerable uncel'tc-,intys Thompson esti::m.tes tho half-life ~~.::; .10 :"2?,rSo This point

has not oeen used in iI'ieure 6 althouch it fOl'cuitously f8.11s alh)l.Jt w}lere expected.

I\..
242:..2.- Th3re is cons iderCl.ble uncerto.inty in the indicated h8.lf~·life of

, d "+a'l~e Ol" .1."_2.:':2 0tile g roun.. ~ v _Wi! The a Ipha half-life in<1i oated in Table 3 is based

th H 230 "1' f ] h d . tl t Am242 f r'l'on e HP Yle d rOT1 a .p a~ ecay assUffilng 18,' YW.30rII1!3<A ln the same

yield as the 16-hro axei ted sta·te~Am242mJ from the neutron copture by Am241
0

There could be a subst:cmtial error from this source in eith,;r diroction. The

8.lpha-en:H'gy 17.:S determ.ined by closinG the cycle cons istinz of tho beta-dec.ay
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TlJ.c beta-decay energy

of AJ.n242 used in closinG the cycle is tak:en to be that of the beta-particle enerr,y

(006 U3V). If any oft}!: rt,8JlllD.a-racliation is in cascade vlith ehe beta particle the

decay energy would be groQter and this would incre::tse correspondingly the .Am242

alpha-energy.

n_m
241

.fi.! The i-li,(;h abundance of s oft g~lrTI8.-radiatlon and L-x-rays led to

the belief thc:.t the ffi8.in Qlpha~group is in cascade vdth a r:arnJ:1.a-ray. Preliminary

alpha-g81:tmD. coincidence mJasur81nents (47) tond to confirm this a8sumptiono The

gamna-enerGY is th.~refore added to the energy of the alpha particle and recoil

nucleus in arriving at the decay energy (5.64: NBV) shovm in ]i'ic;uro 1.

Am239 The listed(3) alpha-branching of,vO.l% h::ts been redetOrmined(48)

and a better value OQOl~.~ has been used here in det,:;rmininr; the alpha half-life.

241237
Pu The alpha half-life indicated in Table 3 is based upon the U-

yield from al pha-decay estimating the amount of Pu
241

from y'ie 1d considerations.

The uncertainties are such that the alpha half-life so calculated is probably

correct wi thin a fCletor of trIO or three. The "lpha·-cnercy is co. lculated by

241 _237
closinij a decay cycle invr

) lvinf; beta-disintegration enerc;ies of Pu ~ ::cnd U- and

241
alpha-disintegration enerGY of.Am •

Pu
239

It h::.s been mentioned in the text th::J. t there is UMSS igned

electromagnetic radiation assoc iated with Pu
239

and that ';he pass ibility exists

that tho measurod alpha ~nrticle is not the ground state transition. This phenomenon

would be like that ".;hich has been established for U
2

:
35

" If this proves to be

? "'9
the case for Pu~0 ~le decay energy will be greater than tlli~t shoY~ in Fi[ure 1.

Pu
234

T'ne dogree of alpl1a-bro.nching of this 8-hr. period is not

accurately known because of difficulties in assessing the counting efficiency of

the radiation from tho electron capture process. 'rhc tcntQ:~ivo brr-.rlching r~.tio

adopted for the Pl'cO'cr:.t is 0.03 .. l1'f1.king tho alpha half-lifo 10 days. The energy

has been revised slightly to 6.15 IBVo (49)
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The rlpha-'branching of this isotope has been estirnated as 20%

'4~~
or possiblJr less from the olpha·-activity and x-rrey nctivity" \. -, The energy

given is also only ftpproxirra to since the alpha-group falls in the same energy range

°th °t:1 d t "f':?G J" 1 "t If"1'Tl l S ('~ecay pro ue " 1'.' ilC 1 l se lS Ylot ftC Ct1ra tel:r }C110vtn 0

" .. (0') ,~ _ ~
The IJ_stoet' " alpha-brancillng; of..-JOo17~ has been revised to a

rr-:r )
value of rv Oo0059%" \oJ

llp23;3 This is a nffiV neptunium. isotope prepared by the irradiation of

t?35 and tf33 wi Jdl high ener'&! dGuterons. (51) It doeQYs predomine.ntly by electron

capture with a half--life of 35 min. but also ShYIS a 505:3 lEev alpha-particle in

low abundancoo As is the case with all of ~le nuclei decaying by electron capture

wi thout daughi:;er activities which can 00 measured precisely, it is possible at

present only to estirnate the branching and a1}-'ha half-life. The tentative value

~'Z

for the 81 pha~branching i:3 "'-'10 0~::;0

_.235
U 'rile main 8.1 pha [TOUP (4" 39G }\'ev) apIErently does not involve the

ground state trc-tns ition since there is fou.nd 3. 00162 }'BV g;nnma ray in high

abunc1ance~(3) and the de~ny 8rergy shown in Fir.;uro 1 includes the gamma ra;,ro

The ."t'b1JJ:1dancG of the ground state transition W2~ not known precisel;yr

since tratil r8ce11t;l~r it IlC~d not boen ObS2j~vcdo 011 tl-18 basis ')f 9.h apparent 2o;~

discrepan0y bet\'reen the ntm"bel' of '1.396 Hoy I'C.:cticlcs rela"l;ive to those of -J 38 (52)

and the n'llYClber that 8hm.del be present (if t1.1cre Vlere 0118 pOl' c1isintcgrat ion) accord-

ing to t h " l' (53) '":rm. s s spec rogra p lC ana ys lS anet "0118 ~rield of the actinium series products

it was suggested tcrl Jcc->.tively(52) that 20;~ of the transitions result in a higher

T~3L1·energy alph,:.-group which is covered up bJr the u - alpha partie les 0 Recently this

':'35*
labors.tor~r obtained a sample of highly separf'<.ted U and we Here able to resolw

a long;er range alpl1f1:-gro up occurring in 10 :. J}; 8. bundanc.e and at an energy which

is 160 Kev higher thaD the Yi'2.in [:roup vrithin the e::perimental 'tmcertaincy of about

* We are indebted to Dr.
Chemicals Corporatio':l.')
us ed in this study 0

Co Eo Larson and oth:;r r'1eI'lbers of Carbon and Carbide 235
Oak Ridge, Tennessee for makinf; aVEtilable to us the U-
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20 Kev. The ability to resolve this alpha-group mnkes it possible to determine

the specific activiiJ.f of 1135
directly on the highly sep:1,rated lID. terial and this

may well cause a change in the accepted half-life for tf{")S. However s rather than

to attempt to correct existing; data we shall retain the old va lue (7.07x108 yr) until

these reasurements can be made accurately •

. 233 239
U' This nuclide like Pu has associated with it a considerable

level of electromagnetic radiation although only a sinGle alpha-;.;roup has been

identified. It is possible therefore tl~tt the observed alpha-group does not

represent the ,ground state transi~lon. Since there is no diroct determination

of a decay scheme, the measured alpha-energy is used for Figure 1.

J31 The alpha-energy of this 4.2-day electron capture nuel ide cannot

yet be measured because it cannot be prepared free of ovcrFThe:!.:rring levels of

alpha-activii~y of if30 and i 32
0 Howevor" the extent of alpha branching can be

measured by isolating the decay products Th
227

(RcLAc) and Pa
231

• TILe alpha half-life

('S'7 )
was calculated from 'Ghis as 200 years 0 0 The alpha-ene:rgy lNTI.S est inn ted as

o. _231 231 227
5.6 I![ev both from F~ure 1 and also by closlng a decay cycle (U ~P(l ,Ac ,

Th
227

) in which the

l'Bv by the relatiop.

9"'1
electron capture decay energy for lr0 Vff:l.S estinuted as 0.5

of' T'nompson. (29)

~Lere is good evidenoe that tiLG bvo well established groups of

alpha. particles used in this paper themselves possess fine str-ucture and that

the high energy g:roup has a component of S.04 Mev(54) which is about 30 Kev

greater than what has been t-qken to be the ground steqte transition. This makes

Iittle difference in the energy plot of Figure 1 but v!ould have the important

effect best visualized from Figure 8 of mal:' ing the ground sto.te transition more

highly forbidden that as sho\lln1o Another minor consequence of this change would

231
be its effect on the D - alpha-energy since it was estimated by closing D. decay

231
cycle which includes Fa alpha decay. Hovrever, other uncertainties in the

calculation overshadow the slight increase in alpha - energy for t?31 that wo-o.ld

be entailedo
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Pa
230

The degree of alpha-branching of this 17-day activity has been

d (55)b' 1'· 230 226 1 '1es tim te y ootaining t 1e rat lO of the U and Ac 1'1 HC 1 grow from it

assuming tha t the 17-clay hal f-life is subs tan tially that of the electron capture

process rather than tlmt of ~--emission. The yields correspond to an alpha

half-life of 1400 years which is plotted in Figure 8 against the alpha-energy

(5.5 Mev) which was interpolated from Figure I.

Th
23

0(10) Certain aspects of the fine structure of ionium (Th230 )

have been worked out and warrant incorporation into these correlations. TIle

alpha-particle spectrum has been more carefully examined and seems to consist of

t 1 t -1-.. f 4 ('8 d 4.1:;1 H ev(56) 0 d t .~ tha eas 1,,0'10 groups 0 energy 00 an v m :t.n goo agreemen 1'12 lolL e

kn01'Vl1 gamma ray of 68 Kev(57,58)0 The ratio of the 4.68 Mev to 4.61 Mev groups

is estimated by Feather(35) as~4:lo Rosenblum g Valadares and Vial (56) also

obtaire d some evi dence for a group in Iowa bundance of energy which could corres-

pond to a transition 170 Kev above the ground state, which gamma ray has probably

(57 58)
been observed. J Howover g ~lis group is not shown in Figure 6 and Table 3

because its abundance is too poorly known.

Th
228 (Rd m1

\L Ill) Some newer val ues fa r the abundances of the two alpha-

groups have been given as 0.72 and 0.28 for the respective group energies 5.423

and 5.338}59)

Th
224 The measured alplm-energy (7.20 Mev) is in keeping with a

short half-life but it has not yet been measured. This is also trw of some other

short lived nuclides such as Ac 222 , Ra 220• Fr218 , ]ffi216 and P021l.

Ac228 (JlfJSTh2 ) A :rreasUI'ement of the alpha particle from rare branching

has been reported(60) giving 4.54 l~v for the alpha-particle energys a value which

agrees with the predictions according to Figure 1" However g for this energy

228 6
and according to Figure 8 g Ac ~ should have an alpha ba.lf~life of 10 years or

more making the alpha-branching only 1 in 10
9

0 It is extremely doubtful that

such low alpha-branching could be observed in this particular case.
/
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The existence of -QNO alpha-groups one of the rV 350 KeV' below

">" (62 63)
h8S not been conilrmed ~ so for tilG present it will be

has a single alpha-group of 4095 Me'J"lNith the rW3ervation that

finer measu!'ements may slww this group to ha.ve closely lyin[!; fine structure"

The question of whether or not the alpha particle observed ropresents the ground

state transition rema ins at present unresol vedo

R~226 Thore is a TIC 11 recognized [~9.li1.'T'.a ray of

''''',rJ64 s 65) Stahel(65) fr'lll:1;].'. tl < 1 t .. b -" f b t 5=.Co v tl 1e COHyerS10n e eo rons Tn a unl.lance 0 a ou per

100 alplw.-disintegrations and estimated an additional fery percent unconverted ganwas.

Rosenb1mn and Perrin (66) observed the corresponding short range alpha-group and

remarked thE',t the abundance was of the proper rragnitudo to oorrespond with the

t f "t 11 I H tIT" I (() 7 ) " d" t d I-h t th b dmeasuremen ::; 0 ,) e.. _8 • ihore recen y ltOS8no UlIl' l11 lee.. 0, 'l, a'~ e a un ance

of theshort ran[~e group is about 9;~ while Chang(68) giver; the abundance as 1.8%.

Because of the agreement between independr:mt measurements of tho gamma ray and

the alpl12_-group by Stahel and Rosenblum r8specti\Tely~ the higher VB.lue is used.

F'2:'= This highly ne'.ltrcn deficient fr8.ncium isotope (predicted ~-atable

francium is

Ghiorso and

Fr
2l9

) I h I b dwas prepared wit1 hig energy' protons ont1orium yHye,

. (28)
SealJorg<> . It was isolated chl3mically and show11 to lie in the mass

218
number ranE;e well bel mv Fr since other heavier franc ium isotopes 'which could

conceivably- have the observ'l-;d alphao-energy and half-1ife would all give rise to

well knO'.-'rn decay products of the :n.a tura1 raclioactive se rieo~ 0 It vras assigned to

Fr2l2 through its genetic relationship by alpha~dec8.y with an astatine isotope

208
thought to be At and by electron capture to a neVI isotore of man.nation assigned

212 b"t t" 1.L" 11.· 0' 1 P 208to Em. Y 1 S gone 1C re a iJlOnS _lp vn'G 1 0 The Ire asured half..-life for

Fr
212

is 19 mino and judging by the rate of grm·!th of Em
212

alpha. particles the

alpha-branching is about 50,'~0 The energy 0 f the alph8. particle is 6025 Mev"

. 218
There is a serious discrepancy in half-life for Em reported

by different investigatorso Studier and Hyde(7) reported a half~life of 19 milli-

. d f ",,-218 -,seoon s or =11 arlSll1.g as
, ~.,230 .

a product 1n the u serJ.es 0

(G9 ')
WaleD" tJ on the
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other hand, claims to have identified E:m
218

as a 103 second activity from the rare

~--branching of At
218

which itself arose from the rare ~~-branching ai' full•
218

There are several reasons for accepl:;ing the value given by Stucher and Hyde, the

first- of which is the grc;atly simpler experimental situation in their method

of production of Em218
e Another reason is that tho anergy Rnd half-life given

by Studier and Hyde fit well with the regularities of Figure 6. With regard to

the 1.3-second half-life of Walen, this period is much too long for the energy given

by Studier and Hyde, or conversely, if we do not accept this energy but estimate

it from the 103 second half-life then &218 will have a lower energy than An219

which is clearly out of line with the regularities of Figure 10

218 Th 212Ern-is n8"\'! isotope of emanation. grows from Fr as mentioned and

(28) (27)
has a 6.18 Mev alpha particle 0 The measured haLf-·life is 23 min. and

Sl"nce "tn.' bell"eve t1,., rat Ern212 ml" ght b 1 I- t bl th' Id 1 b 1-' 1 1,,,; He. e Je'va-s a e IS 'NOU a_so e 'v118 a p 13.

half-life.

218 .
At In the

218
At found by K.'ulik and

as 6.72 Mev.

(3 .
review article )

Bernert(34) to be

the energy of the alpha. particle for

6.63 :Mev vras erroneously reported

At
2l3

This nuclide has never been observed and we estimate an alpha-

energy (see Figure 1) follovting the reas.:ming that a nucleus in this region

with 128 neutrons v~ll have the maximum energy of all of its isotopeso This

estirra tion was :rrade as a prediction to emphasize the belief that this is the

213
eXJ=ected trend and that the alpha-energy of At probably should not be obtained

by interpolat ing betw-een At
2l2

and At
2l4

0

At212 The half-life of this nuclide has been measured as 0.25 second(70)

and from Figure 8 we estimate that the alpha-energy is about 704 Mev m~king allovmnoe

for nuclear type bpth with respect to its odd-odd composition and its decay through

126 neutronse This energy is probably not reliable to the nearest 200 Kev at best~
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211It is to be expe~ted that the alpha-energy lJrill lie between those of At and

At
213

and to this extent the eneq:;y ass ignments given to beth At
212

and At213

are consistento

210 T" . " (71) , n 210
At' 8..'Yld lig.IJter 3::tatine isotop~2l\elley and Segre - have Ior At

A .
a minimum alpha-b:r~U1ehing ra.tio of 10'''--<: which yields acoordingly an alpha half-lif'e

)IOyrso Fr "'0 ~ t' t th 1 h f A' 210_om -'- 19ure L we may es :una e e a p. a-energy 0 -c as 5.4 N~3V if' it

211 209 210
is assumed that it bears the same relation to At'~ as Po does -w Po 0

Placing this energy and half--life on Figure 9 it is seen that the alpha decay

is at least several hundredfold forbidden. The fact; that it is so highly f'orbidden

is attributable partly to its having Ie 88 than 126 neutrons and partly to its

odd-odd configuration. It is interesting to note thnt (provided the energy has

been gl)es~'2d eorectly) +110 prchibition of alpha-decQ;)T is grea-!~er than that of

At
211

wh:'Lch :fact rnr,y ly? int·:;rpl'oterl ar: tho effect noted for an odcl~odd nucleus

as compared vvith an odd,-oven one"

Ahthough alpha-,emission is 8£iain obGerved for astatine below mass 210,

isotopic assignments for the several activities cannot be made unambi::uously.

All of these undoubtedly decO-y principally by electron capt1.1r'e but the degree of'

branching l:as not yet evan be8n approximated. Therefore none of these nuclides

can be used in the half,-11f8 vs energy correlations 0 HO\'lover 2 oortain alpha-

energies have been rleasured and isot-)pic assicmnents were made as indicated

in Figure? 10 It should he emp}nsized th2t the he.If-lives given here are the

measured half,-lives a:d nrJt those for al pha-emission.

The assignment of a 505-h1' period with alpha particles of 5.65 Mev

energy has been tentatively made to At
209

based upon the excitation function in

the irradiation of bismuth wi th hel ium ions and the pro'bahle identifieation of'

Po209 among the decay products of the complex mixture of activitieso (72) Ano~~er

5.65 Mev' alpha particle decaying; \"lith a half~life of 1. 7 hY' lk'l.s ,Jeen assigned

to At
208

f) and V!G;) jJTodl'Gec1 throLl;)l alpha-decay of an acth'ity though t to be
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It . d t At208 . . 1 I I-h b' n tl fwas ass~gne 0 prlllc lpa_ y ,:m ·v e aS1S O:L 18 appearance 0

Po
208

at the rate corresponding to the decay of a 10 8 hr. parento It may be

mentioned that by spalla tion reactions of bismuth another apparcn-t; astatine

parent of Po
208

is produced which decays with a longer half-life than 1.8 hrs.

and has no observable alpha-radiation. (72) It is possible that there are isomers

of At
208

which show up in differen t abundances by the two modes of forruation.

Through excitation funct:i.on llleasurem3nts a 5.76 M3V alpha particle

decaying with I.S-hr. half-life has been assiGned to At
207

• (72} Two other

probable astatine isotopes are assigned to At
205

and At
204

somewhat arbitrarily

although the mass number range is defined by excitation experiments. The ~vo

activities are respectively a 25 min. period of 5.9 Mev alpha-energy and a

10 min. period with a 6.1 Mev alpha particle. (72)

P0209 This n~l isotope of polonium has a 200-year half-life for

alpha-decay estinnted from yield considerations (71) and the alpha particle energy

has been revised slightly as 1.90 ~ev.(73) The electron capture branching is

not YJlown accuratel;:" but YInS esti:mated from the amount of L x-rays as a maximum of

1 in 10. (24) The electron capture half-life would be accordingly greater than

2000 years.

PoZ05 and liQlter polonium isotopes As in the case of light astatine

isotopes there is little accurate info rma tion on the alpha half-lives of these

species and the isotopic assignments are not certain. The enercies are sufficiently

well known and the isotopic assignments are well enough defined for use in Figure

1 to show the trend 8xp3cted in this rezion. The presently accep-red decay properties

of po205 are a measured half-life of 1.5 hr. wiB1 a 5.2 Mev alpha particle.(24)

Tho 5.35 Mev alpha particle -with 4-hour half-life (3) has been reassigned to Po204 (24)

P
203

'liihile the 40 min., 5.56 IIevalpha-emitter is retained at 0 •

degree of alpha branching is not known.

In each case the
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" t" (10) r: a T f I h " 1corrununlca -lon' a;) 0 1."8V a p a partlc e

found by Howland and FerllJ1':m(unpublished) 7ia3 attributGd to Bi
20G

o This alpha

particle appeared as a ver-;l weak activity in the bi silluth fraction of pile neutron

irradiated bismuth and ~28 thought to arise from an n,2n reactiono This assignment

was not very attractive since we might expect Bi208 to have an alpha-energy not

The interestinG: possibility is beinggreater ~~d perhaps less than tl~t of Bi
209

0

(74)
explored that the 500 [:Iev alpha-group belongs to a metastablc state;of Bi2l.0(RaE)

highly forbidden t~flard isomeric transition and beta decayo Partial but incon-

clusive evidence for this assignment Ims been obtainedo

Bi
201

The 60-mino activity with alpha particles of 5015 Mev assigned

to Bi
200 (3) has been re[\ssigned to Bi

20l
on the basis of its genetic relationship

o (21)
to 8-h1'o Ph and 72-h1' Tl which aro tentatively ass l[;ned to mass number 201.

Bi199 This is the only one of the neutron deficient bismuth alpha-

emitters forv!h:ich the alpha-branching has now been estimatod. Its isotopic

assignment has been made (21) by observ'ing the growth through successive electron

f Db199 n t 1 7 ~} Tl199
capture processes 0 1 an~ lJB o0-.lr. 0 The alpha-branching calculated

from the yields of the Tl
199

and t,."1.e observed alpha-emiss ion rate is 107 x 10-
3%

vn1ich gives an alpha half-life of 3 yrs.

TI " 2' t""t . d t B"197. d· 'hll1S -mll'Jo 0.0 1 VJ. Y ass1gne 0 1 1S use 1n -c ese

correlations in terms of its minimum alpha half-life by assuming that the Ill3asured

half-life is controlled by the alpha-decay processo

Au 190 This alpha-emitter (3) has been more positively identified

as an isotope of gold and by measuring; the other radiation de.caying with a 5-mino

half-life the 1 " , " t" . d 1O~ 2,,1 (23)8._pna- oranclllng was es lIm-Ce as /0.,
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Figure 2

Parabolic sections of energy surface

shmving increase in alpha-energy with

mass number decrease
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Figure 3

Energy Surface in the

Reavy Eleme nt Hegion
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Figure 4

Alpha-Energies trends of Heavy Nuclides

(Hea~T solid lines join nuclides of comparable

beta stability; broken lines join nuclides

along alpha-decay chain)
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Figure 5

Schematic sections of energy surface at Z = 84 and

Z = 82 illustrating trend of alpha-energies of the

polonium isotopes (arrows drawn at polonium isotope
\

mass number; length of arrows proportional to

alpha energy)
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Figure 6

Half-life vs. Energy Relationship

for the Even-Even Nuclides

(Roman numerals indicate short-range groups

in fine structure and "0" the ground state transition)
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Figure 7

11~lf-life vs. Energy Relationship of

the Even-Odd Nuclides

(Romln numerals indicate short-range groups

in fine structure ann "0" the ground state transition)
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Figure 8

Half-life vs. Energy Relationship

for the Odd-Even and Odd-Odd Nuclides

(Roman numerals indicate short-range groups

in fine structure and ftOft the ground state transition)
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Figure 9

Half-life vs. Energy Relationship of

the Specially Forbidden Nuclear Types

(Ronan numerals indicate short-range groups

in fine structure and nO" the ground state transition)
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